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“Harmless Event”
Provokes Letter
from the Dean
by Howard Fine

Staff Reporter
The recent report of a student
being threatened prompted the
Office of the Dean of the College
to send out a notice to the student
body encouraging all students to
take security precautions.
The incident itself was “a rela¬
tively harmless event,” according
to this letter. At about 8:00am on
Sunday, September 22, a Bates
sophomore, living in Wentworth
Adams Hall, while walking to his
car, noticed an individual sleeping
on the steps in front of Adams on
Bardwell St. near Russell St. while
walking to his car.

Assistant Dean of the College,
James Reese, who spoke with the
student after the incident, said the
individual “appeared to have been
sleeping off drinks, possibly from
a local party.”
The sophomore continued to
walk to his car, and once he was
inside the car, was approached by
this individual, who asked for a
ride. The student, who originally
thought that this person was a
Bates student, soon realized that
he was not.
The student refused the request
and then, seeing that he did not
look well, according to Reese,
asked the individual “something
(continued on page 4)

Bates soccer player George Stewart fights for the ball in the victory over Tufts. Bates teams remain
undefeated on the new Merrill field. Jay Tillman photo.

Student Conduct
Committee
Approved by RA
by John Harju

Student Correspondent

RA President Wes Toner ’86 scrutinizes a recent issue of the Bates Student at Monday’s meeting. Colin
Browning photo.

Princeton Professor Speaks
about IQ Test
by Sean Ryan

Staff Reporter
Professor Leon Kamin of
Princeton University spoke on
“The Science and Politics of IQ”
in the first lecture of the Bates
College Lecture Series on Thurs¬
day, October 3.
Kamin is an eminent psycholo¬
gist and has written several im¬
portant books on the subject of
the intelligence controversy, no¬
tably one published in 1974 with
the same title as the lecture.
Giving the history of the intel¬
ligence quotient (IQ) test, Kamin
said that “since its introduction to
America, the intelligence test has
been used against the poor, blacks,
and immigrants.”
The first intelligence test was
invented by Alfred Binet in France

in 1905. His test was commis¬
sioned by the French board of ed¬
ucation to determine less intelli¬
gent students early and provide
additional assistance in school.
When the test was taken to the
United States, several psycholo¬
gists did studies with the1 intellig¬
ence quotient test and concluded
that the intelligence of a person
depended on his race. One impor¬
tant example of the early Ameri¬
can studies done on intelligence
testing, according to Kamin, is
that of Henry Goddard, who be¬
gan using the Binet test in 1908.
He found that the mental intelli¬
gence of a workman was ten years
while that of a wealthy person was
20. On the basis of his evidence,
he asked “How can there be such
a thing as social equality with the
wide range of intelligence?”

Goddard believed, according to
Kamin, that intelligence was he¬
reditary and that “feeble-mind¬
edness” was carried in the genes
of “negroes, criminals, and other
degenerates,” and was a reason
for sterilization laws, which rose
with the rise in intelligence testing
in the US.
In 1912, Kamin noted, “The US
Public Health Service invited
Goddard to administer an intelligencee test to immigrants at Ellis
Island.” When he looked at the
results of his tests Goddard con¬
cluded that “83% of the Jews,
80% of the Hungarians, 79% of
the Italians, and 87% of the Rus¬
sians were ‘feeble-minded’,” he
further noted.
Goddard suggested that the tests
were useful for “detection of fee(continued on page 11)

In a sharp about-face the Rep¬
resentative Assembly Monday
night approved the very same pro¬
posed student members for the
Student Conduct Committee
which it had rejected a week ear¬
lier. After a surprisingly brief dis¬
cussion, the Assembly granted
nearly unanimous support to the
acceptance motion.
Approval of the committee,
which is comprised of Kristine
Falvey, Warren Knight, Jamie
Merisotis, Anne Robertson, and
Elizabeth Simermeyer, was denied
just seven days before the second
vote by a thirty-seven—fourteen
margin. The initial refusal of the
Representative Assembly to ac¬
cept the student nominees forced
the Student Committee on Stu¬
dent-Faculty Committees, which
is responsible to recommending

students to serve on the Student
Conduct Committee, to resubmit
a proposal.
The second proposal was iden¬
tical to the first, however, it was
accepted.
The committee had originally
been rejected because of concerns
by many Assembly representatives
that the committee should not
consist entirely of seniors. Wes
Toner, President of the Represen¬
tative Assembly, attributed the re¬
versal to an improved presenta¬
tion of the nominees by Vice Pres¬
ident Ben Robinson. In his
^presentation preceeding the af¬
firmative vote, Robinson ex¬
plained that class membership was
not taken into consideration in the
deliberations of the committee
which suggested the student nom¬
inees.
Toner believes that the change
in the position of representative
(continued on page 14)

Pubs Become Thing
of the Past
time pub where all Batesies could
mingle . . . but there’d still be that
carding at the bar . . . Pepsi’s not
The extinction of campus pubs, all that bad after all.
In 1983, this illusion had the
spreading across New England
Colleges, is becoming a threaten¬ chance to become a reality as plans
ing reality this fall. With the strict were drawn up for a campus pub
enforcement of new liquor laws, in the Den. Having the full sup¬
and the unwillingness of Insur¬ port of the Administration, the
ance Companies to assume the re¬ plans were ready to be submitted
sponsibility of liquor liability at to the Board of Trustees, but were
collegiate institutions, campus put up on the shelf when a Stu¬
pubs are becoming a dying breed. dent Poll revealed an overwhelm¬
The fantasy of building a pub ing majority of negative votes
on Bates campus could have been from the student body.
Students feared further segrea great social addition, possibly
(continued on page 16)
turn the daytime Den into a night¬
by Julie Carman

Senior Reporter
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Puerto Rico Suffers 66 Deaths in Flood
PONCE, Puerto Rico (AP)—
Volunteers and soliders dug
through tons of mud and shat¬
tered homes Tuesday in a desper¬
ate search for survivors of the
tropical rainstorm that lashed
southern Puerto Rico, killing at
least 66 people.
Hundreds of others are missing,
authorities said, in the mudslides
and floods from Monday’s deluge
that dumped seven inches of rain
within 10 hours along the south¬
ern coast of the island.
Thousands of victims, their

homes crushed or washed away,
were given temporary shelter.
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon
said Tuesday: “This is the worst
tragedy ever to hit our island in its
history. It fills me with pain, as
governor and as a Ponce native.”
The National Weather Service
said the official death count was
slightly less than 100, and that
from Sunday evening through
Monday morning, 10 to 15 inches
had fallen. Local officials have
counted 66 bodies.
National Guardsmen said 18

bodies had been recovered from
Mameyes, a half-mile-square, im¬
poverished neighborhood and the
hardest hit community on the is¬
land. Some 400 wood-and-tin
homes came crashing down the
hillside in a wave of mud early
Monday.
The southern region’s prosecu¬
tor, Edgardo Delgago, said 57
bodies had been received at the
morgue at the medical center in
Ponce, including those from Ma¬
meyes. Police in Santa Isabel said
the bodies of nine people who

World News
Shuttle Atlantis Returns Clean
LOS ANGELES (AP)—The
shuttle Atlantis came back from
its secret military mission “ex¬
tremely clean” and with only mi¬
nor damage to two heat-shielding
tiles and brakes, NASA said Tues¬
day.
The $1.1 billion craft will leave
California on Friday for a piggy¬
back jet ride to Florida, but the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration won’t decide until
Thursday whether the nation’s
fourth and newest space shuttle
will take one or two days for the
ride from its Edwards Air Force
Base landing site to the Kennedy
Space Center.
“It depends on the weather,”
NASA spokesman Les Reinertson
said.
The Atlantis ended its four-day

mission Monday with minimal
damage, he said, adding, “It was
extremely clean.”
Neither NASA nor the Penta¬
gon would confirm that the mis¬
sion involved launching two $100
million military satellites, but
sources said the craft were suc¬
cessfully ejected from the shuttle’s
cargo bay and placed into orbit.
After Monday’s landing, in¬
spectors found a 3-by-5-inch
gouge on a tile on the shuttle’s left
inboard elevon—a movable con¬
trol surface on the wing—and an¬
other badly gouged tile on Atlan¬
tis’ right orbital maneuvering sys¬
tem pod.
Reinertson said the cause of the
damage was unknown, but similar
gouges on past shuttle missions

Dateline: Lewiston
Vegetable Stand
Constructed

Hunt-Berenstain; Poppy the
Panda-Gackenbach; Time Of
Wonder,
McCloskey;
The
Sneetches & Other Stories, Dr.
MECHANIC FALLS—A vari¬ Seuss; Catch Me, I’m Falling in
ance to allow the construction of Love, Anderson.
For Adults: Around the World
a vegetable stand on Route 26 at
Five Corners has been approved on the QE2, Montapert; Selfby the Board of Zoning Appeals. Therapy for the Stutterer, Fraser;
The variance was granted to So You Think You Know Maine,
Richard E. Dunn and will allow Rilde; Murder at the FBI, Tru¬
the construction of a 40 by 80 re¬ man; The Immigrant’s Daughter,
tail sales stand.
Fast; The Dangerous Summer,
Hemingway; The Road To Para¬
dise Island, Holt; Ernest Heming¬
way: The Search for Courage,
Ferrel; Fishing, Bates; Robots and
Empire, Asimov; Swan’s Chance,
GREENE—The Morse Memo¬ DeBlasis; Skeleton Crew, King;
rial Library of Greene has an¬ Mrs. Pollifax & the Hong Kong
nounced the addition of the fol¬ Buddha, Gilman; Texas, Michelowing books to its collection:
ner; At Freddie’s, Fitzgerald;
For Children and Youth: Seven What Do You Really Want for
Eggs-Hooper; The Big Honey Your Children?, Dr. Dyer._

Book Selection
Expands

Bomb Hits Paris and Brussels
BRUSSELS (UPI)—Bombs ex¬
ploded overnight in Brussels and
Paris, slightly wounding one pas¬
ser-by in Paris but causing no cas¬
ualties in Brussels, the police said.
A car bomb went off in front of
the headquarters of the Brussels
Gas and Electric company, Sibelgaz. It shattered all the windows
in the building, which is in a park
well away from any other struc¬
tures.
Leaflets left by the bombers said
the attack was conducted by the
Fighting Communist Cells, a
group that has been responsible
for 15 other bombings in Belgium

against industrial and political
premises and NATO targets. Two
firemen were killed May 1 in the
explosion of a car bomb set by the
group at the headquarters of the
Belgian Employers Federation.
A second bomb, made up of
several pounds of explosives, ex¬
ploded at 3 A.M. outside a Paris
theater. A passer-by was hit by
flying glass but did not require
hospital treatment.
A spokesman said the device
damaged the entrance to the Ca¬
sino de Paris, and shattered win¬
dows in neighboring buildings. No
one took responsibility for the at¬
tack.

were caused by chunks of ice that
fell off the craft’s external fuel
tank during ascent into space.
The shuttle’s brakes were pulled
following its landing. Some loose
pieces and washers were found
when the right-side outboard
brakes were pulled, but the left
brakes and right inboard brakes
were undamaged.
Reinertson said some “gap fill¬
ers”—small pieces of insulation
between thermal tiles—were found
protruding from the shuttle on the
left and right orbital, maneuver¬
ing system pods, which also were
discolored due to streaking of a
waterproofing substance. But he
said all the damage was very mi¬
nor.
The next flight, by the shuttle
Challenger, is scheduled for an
Oct. 30 lift-off at Kennedy. The
mission will feature a West Ger¬
man scientist conducting experi¬
ments on a Space-lab payload car¬
ried by Challenger, Reinertson
said. Challenger is set to land Nov.
6 at Edwards.
NASA hopes to use that land¬
ing to test the use of the shuttle’s
nosewheel to keep Challenger on
a straight line as it lands. Previous
shuttles were kept on line during
landings by having the pilot apply
different amounts of pressure to
the right and left braking systems,
a practice Reinertson said was
blamed for previous brake prob¬
lems.

Rebels Attacked
ISLAMABAD, Pakiston (Reu¬
ters)—Soviet and Afghan forces
pounded guerilla strongholds to
the west and south of Kabul last
week, forcing then to start pulling
out of some areas, Western dip¬
lomats and Afghan exiles said.
The diplomats also reported
that Cuba’s charge d’affaires in
Kabul had been shot dead, appar¬
ently accidentally by one of his
staff. They had no other details
and there was no independent
confirmation.
Most of the military attacks were
around Paghman, a former royal
resort in the mountains northwest
of Kabul, and Maidan Shahr in
the Lobar Valley south of the cap¬
ital, they said.
The Peshawar-based Afghans
said Communist troops sweeping
through Logar, a key transit area
for rebels and arms coming in
from Pakistan, killed 26 fleeing
refugees last week and might have
kidnapped three surviving chil¬
dren.

drowned were recovered there.
Police also listed as storm-re¬
lated the death of a man killed
when his car crashed into a tree in
the town of Patillas, just east of
Santa Isabel.
Hernandez Colon, who visited
the community Tuesday for the
second time since the devastating
mudslide, said he was told as
many as 200 local people were
missing. However, local residents
and rescue workers said only a few
dozen people were missing from
the neighborhood.
The governor said he would also
fly to Coamo, a city some 20 miles
to the north that has been isolated
because of telephone outages and
blocked roads since early Mon¬
day.
Commonwealth Senate Presi¬
dent Miguel Hernandez Agosto
said the legislature had released
$10 million from an emergency
fund to help flood victims.
Officials said damage would be
in the millions of dollars. Some

banana, coffee and sugar fields
were under water.
The storm front developed into
Tropical Storm Isabel after pass¬
ing this U.S. Commonwealth is¬
land’s western tip late Monday,
and the Bahamas government is¬
sued a storm watch for some is¬
lands Tuesday. Isabel had maxi¬
mum sustained winds near 50 mph
in the afternoon.
The weather here was sunny and
clear, and hundreds of people
watched the excavation at Ma¬
meyes.
“It looked incredible. The
houses were torn apart like they
were pieces of paper,” said Juan
Colon, an unemployed youth who
said he got away from his home
after hearing what sounded like
explosions before dawn Monday.
On Monday, the governor
viewed from his helicopter the sal¬
vaging of two cars carrying six
people who drowned after a bridge
was washed out near Coamo.

Ecological Problems
in Vietnam
HANOI (AP)—Vietnam is
going through a chain of ecolog¬
ical disorders that could strip the
country of its tropical forests in 15
years unless prompt measures are
taken, a leading government en¬
vironmentalist says.
The use of the defoliant Agent
Orange by U.S. forces during the
Vietnam war is responsible in part
of what now is happening, but Vi¬
etnamese themselves are to blame
for other factors, which the offi¬
cial listed as lumbering, firewood
gathering, the clearing of forests
for agriculture and general popu¬
lation pressures.
“We are beginning in the envi¬
ronmental field,” said the offi¬
cial, Dr. Vo Quy, a government
environmentalist who is the archi¬
tect of Vietnam’s conservation
strategy. “We don’t have much
experience and the efforts we have
to make are great.”
He predicts Vietnam’s forests
will vanish completely by the year
2000 if the present rate of defo¬
restation continues.
Before World War II, nearly
half the country was forested; it
now is down to 20 percent, he
said.
According to Vietnamese esti¬
mates, 4.9 million acres of forest
were destroyed during the Viet¬
nam War by defoliants and her¬
bicides such as Agent orange, and
restoring some of this wasteland
has been difficult.
Quy said in an interview that
deforestation has led to massive
soil erosion, climatic change, silt¬
ing up of dams and reservoirs and
loss of protection against floods
and typhoons—all dangerous
conditions in a country so de¬
pendent on agriculture as Viet¬
nam.
He noted that in earlier de¬
cades, travelers described Viet¬
nam as lush and teeming with
wildlife, including elephants, ti¬
gers, bears, deer and nearly 800
species of birds. Today, he added,
Vietnam faces “genetical ero¬
sion.”
Dr. John Mackinnon of the
Switzerland-based International
Union for Conservation of Nature

and Natural Resources reported
that he did not see a single wild
monkey during field trips early
this year.
“Vietnam is full of firearms and
the people have had quite a lot of
practice using them. Tithe the
World Wildlife Fund.”
The plan seeks to increase the
current 15 national parks and re¬
serves, which cover 0.6 percent of
the country, to 87 areas encom¬
passing 12 percent of the land.
Quy said: “A plan is just a plan;
implementation is another matter.
It depends on the mobilization of
the people and foreign help.”
Besides a grim description of the
current state of the environment,
the strategy sets some tough goals
which Quy indicated might be
over-ambitious. It calls for a ma¬
jor restructuring of land use and
a best-case scenario under which
30 percent of Vietnam would be
under forest cover by 2000, with
half the country forested as the
ideal ultimate target.

New Zealand
Takes
Criticism
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
(Reuters)—Former New Zealand
military chiefs criticized the Gov¬
ernment’s anti-nuclear policies
and said a ban on visits by nuclear
ships could lead to a complete
breakdown in relations with the
United States.
The statement by 16 former
New Zealand Air Force, Navy and
Army chiefs broke the tradition of
political silence normally ob¬
served by country’s military es¬
tablishment.
There was no immediate reac¬
tion from Prime Minister David
Lange, who recently said his La¬
bor Government would accept the
scrapping of the Anzus defense
pact with Australia and the United
States before it would abandon its
antinuclear policies.
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Former Coach Gatto Talks about Bates
and Division III Football

by Joseph King
Editor-in-Chief

November, 1968. Richard
Nixon has just been elected 37th
President of the United States.
Lew Alcinder (better known as
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar) is begin¬
ning his final year as a UCLA
Bruin and O.J. Simpson is ram¬
paging through opposing defenses
smashing numerous collegiate
rushing records.
Locally, Bates concludes the
1968 gridiron campaign with a
record of 5-4 under coach Bob
Hatch. Colby finishes 0-7-1 and
Bowdoin posts a 2-5 mark.
In Cambridge, Massachusetts,
the 85th edition of the HarvardYale clash on November 23 would
produce one of the most memo¬
rable sporting occasions in recent
memory. The Harvard Crimson
and Yale Elis both entered the
game unbeaten for the first time
since 1913. At stake was the Ivy
League title and a 16 game win
streak for the Yale team which was
led by All-American quarterback
Brian Dowling. With 42 seconds
remaining, Harvard trailed 29-13,
but the Crimson would tie the
game in miracle fashion. The final
touchdown was scored on an 8yard strike from second-string
quarterback Frank Champi to
Harvard captain Vic Gatto with
no time remaining. The game
ended in a 29-29 deadlock.
The following day, the Boston
Globe headline read, “Harvard
Wins 29-29.”
Victor E. Gatto Jr., who grad¬
uated in the spring of 1969 from
Harvard, became the 17th foot¬
ball coach in Bates College history
in 1973. In five years at the helm,
he amassed an unspectacular
record of fourteen wins, twentysix losses and 1 tie. However, in
the four years prior to the arrival
of Gatto, the Fightin’ Bobcats
were 4-28 including the longet los¬
ing streak in the nation stretching
from 1969 until 1972. The Bates
football program was flounder¬
ing.

“We will not see the quality that
we saw at Tufts, Bates, and Middlebury. The NESCAC Presidents
are cutting back on practice and
that has diminished the quality of
play,” Gatto stated.
“I love the concept of Division
3 football but I am unhappy with
the rules. The league is unbal¬
anced and Amherst and Williams
are the best examples,” Gatto
concluded.
Gatto stressed that the tighten¬
ing of admission standards at
NESCAC schools has hampered
the league as a whole in recent
years._

A particularly memorable en¬
counter occurred in the final game
of the 1980 season when the 2-5
Bobcats traveled to Medford and
upset the 6-1 Jumbos in a wild af¬
fair. The Tufts kicker missed his
fourth field goal attempt of the
day, a 20-yard attempt, with only
seconds remaining.
Following the final game of the
1984 season, Gatto accepted the
position of head coach at David¬
son College in North Carolina.
The school plays in Division 1AA.
“Davidson is in the Southern
Conference. Although most New

“The players were productive students and great citizens
at Bates. Unfortunately, the coach gets blamed for poor
pre-med acceptance records.”
—Vic Gatto_

Former Bates Coach Vic Gatto confers with player during the 1974
season. Photo courtesy of the Mirror.
person then, and that’s proven to
be true.”
“Vic has charisma. He was a
motivator as a player and a cap¬
tain. He handled himself well and
was a good team player. Gatto
weas a strong kid with lots of de¬
sire,” according to Bob Monahan
of The Boston Globe.

Bates community surprised and
shocked. Harrison was named
acting Head Coach and was for¬
mally appointed to the position
later in the season.
“Why did I leave Bates? It is a
question I asked myself a lot,”
Gatto commented. “But Boston is
home and I wanted to finish the

“There tends to be a negative
correlation between the ability as '
a football player and certain aca¬
demic indexes. If you take guys
that are 550’s (on the SATs), you
could change the quality of a
football team. But the faculty
looks at things like average
SATs.” he noted.
“The players were productive
students and great citizens at
Bates. Unfortunately, the coach
gets blamed for poor pre-med ac¬
ceptance records,” Gatto con¬
cluded.
The record of Gatto at Tufts is
enviable indeed. In seven years at
the helm, he compiled a record of
39-20-2. The Jumbos suffered
only one losing season under the
Gatto reign, and in head-to-head

Englanders probably have no
knowledge of the league, pro
scouts do. With an enrollment of
1,400 we are a superior school ac¬
ademically and have the smallest
school at the 1-AA level,” he
stated.
Gatto characterized the experi¬
ences at Davidson “an adven¬
ture.” Other schools in the league
include the Citadel, Appalachia
State, Marshall and Furman. Last
week, Furman downed Davidson
58-7.
“The program is as low as you
can go—except at Columbia. It is
fun to be at this level,” Gatto
stressed.
When questioned about “The
Game” in 1968, Gatto clearly re¬
membered that day and the result.

I SPECIAL
REPORT

Gatto hired Web Harrison as an 1 Master’s Program at Harvard and
assistant head coach and defen¬ work on my Doctoral Disserta¬
sive coordinator in 1973. Harrison tion.”
was fresh from a successful stint
“There were relatively hard
as defensive coordinator for Bos¬ feelings about the situation and I
ton University which attended the did not feel good about leaving.
Padadena Bowl several years be¬ But my close friends under¬
fore.
stood,” Gatto said.
“I liked the guy and we got
“Vic made a move that was a
along well when he was here. He good move for him. He had an ex¬
“Vic was good for players at that time. He gave players cellent reputation in Boston. He
a voice and he gave a feeling that things were going to was very well-known there,” Har¬
rison noted.
change.”
Chuck Laurie, ’79, was the
—Web Harrison, Bates head football coach_ Bates quarterback in the late sev¬
Gatto was only 26 years old in did good things for Bates football enties. He still holds numerous
1973, fresh from a coaching stint and he did a good job here,” ac¬
Bobcat passing records and is a
at the Middlesex School in Con¬ cording to Coach Web Harrison.
close personal friend of Gatto.
Gatto in 1977. File photo.
cord, Massachusetts. The 5’8"
“Vic was good for players at
Laurie stressed that the players
competition
against Bates, Tufts
stalwart had spurned several that time. He gave players a voice understood Gatto’s departure and
compiled
a
5-1-1
record. In 1979
professional offers to attempt a and he gave a feeling that things
respected his decision.
coaching career. Gatto quickly es¬ were going to change,” Harrison
“Vic was a good coach with a great interest in his play¬
tablished a productive relation¬ said.
ers. He had a great interest in kids outside of school and
ship with his players and the Ad¬
Gatto has high praise for the
he took an interest in you.”
ministration serving as Assistant man he helped to bring back to
—Chuck Laurie ’79, former Bates quarterback_
Dean of Admission of the Col¬ Bates.
“Vic was a good coach with a Gatto directed Tufts to an unde¬
lege.
“Web is an excellent coach and
great
interest in his players. He feated season and a New England
“I worked for Jim Carignan a better person. Web is somebody
had
a
great
interest in kids outside Division 3 Championship. The fi¬
(Dean of the College). We had a who truly loves the place he is
great time and a good relation¬ working at and that’s special,” he of school and he took an interest nal victory of that campaign was
a 35-7 mauling of an injury-rid¬
in you,” Laurie stated.
ship. We got along real well. He said.
dled Bates squad.
“We
were
shocked.
But
there
was my colleague,” Gatto said re¬
In 1977, Bates football finished
were
no
hard
feelings.
Vic
was
cently in an interview with the the season at 4-3-1, their first win¬
The circumstances were re¬
Student.
ning record in a decade. However, trying to better himself and go
versed in 1981 when Bates (6-1)
“Bates is a good place and I at the peak of his success, Gatto back to the Boston area,” Laurie was ranked seventh in voting for
made a lot of friends there,” abruptly left the school in July of continued.
the Lambert Trophy and Gatto’s
Gatto has fond memories of his
Gatto said.
1978 and accepted the coaching
Jumbos languished with a 4-2-1
Carignan fondly remembers the position at Tufts which had been coaching experience at Bates. The
mark. Leading 11-6 in the fourth
energetic Gatto as a Bates fixture vacated by Bob Powlak, now the native of Natick, Massachusetts is
quarter, Bates allowed Tufts to
quick to note the “cyclical” na¬
in the mid-1970’s. “I found him head coach at Northeastern.
rally to a 19-11 victory. The Bob¬
to be a productive individual. He
The departuree of the popular ture of success in New England
cats were subsequently knocked
(Gatto) was an upbeat, energetic Gatto left many members of the Division 3 football.
out of the Lambert rankings.

He is not as positive about the Ivy
League today.
“The Ivy League today is not as
good. The reason is money. It is a
different world now and Harvard
sports a price tag of $64,000,”
Gatto noted.
“I still do the color telecast for
“The Game” and it is a great
event,’’Gatto said.
As a result of this fan interest,
Vic Gatto would enjoy remarka¬
ble popularity in the Boston area
in the late 60’s epitomized by his
inclusion in the Doonesbury comic
strip written by then Yale under¬
graduate Garry Trudeau.
“Doug Flutie brought us back
to the last sixties in New Eng¬
land,” Gatto continues. “In order
to succeed in the Boston area, a
player needs weirdness and excel¬
lence. Flutie has these qualities.”
So too does Vic Gatto.
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Women’s Awareness Works to Educate Campus
by Alexandra Delp
Student Correspondent
The members of Women’s
Awareness at Bates College rep¬
resent “more than the extreme
militantism with which feminism
is often associated,” according to
co-coordinators, seniors Betsy
Klebanoff
and
Maryanne

O’Hanesian who say, they cherish
the diversity of opinion and per¬
spective that is present in their or¬
ganization and during their meet¬
ings.”
The goal of the organization,
Klebanoff said, is to “spread the
awareness and explore the expe¬
rience of being a woman in a pa¬
triarchal society.”

More specifically, Women’s
Awareness “is not there to follow
the same old paths and come to
the same old dead ends, but to ex¬
plore all possibilities,” explained
O’Hanesian. Thus, Women’s
Awareness is a “forum through
which issues such as sexual harrassment in the work place or sex¬
ism in language “can be exposed

Campus
Threat
(continued from page 1)

to the effect of ‘Are you okay? Do
you need some help’?”
The individual then responded
by asking, “Are you afraid for
your life?” four times.
“By the third time,” Reese said,
“the student noticed that the in¬
dividual had- put his hand behind
his back. At that point, not know¬
ing what, if anything, was behind
the individual’s back, the student
decided that he no longer wanted
to be in the area and drove away.”
The sophomore went immedi¬
ately to the Concierge and re¬
ported the incident, at about
8:10am. The Concierge then con¬
tacted Security, Dean Reese, and
the Lewiston Police.
The police had just received an¬
other call from the same general
area about a “suspicious looking
individual” who fit the descrip¬
tion given by the student—“ap¬
proximately 5'10", thin face,
greasy brown hair, no glasses,
about 20 years of age, wearing
jeans and a white T-shirt,” ac¬
cording to the letter.

As the hurricane raged through
Lewiston last Friday, September
27, Bates students not only had the
opportunity to indulge in play but
also to enjoy the windy night and
talk quietly and seriously with
friends.
Martha, a freshman who “
. . . collapsed after a hard week,
selected apropriate storm weather
wear, cut David’s hair, and had
Fruit Loops for dinner,” did not
allow the storm or power failure
to affect her activities for the eve¬
ning.
For others, the opportunity to
experience a hurricane was too
great a chance to miss, and they
spent the evening outdoors. One
sophomore bought icecream and
climbed Mount David. There she
found a lot of people and had a
“really wild time.”
Another student, Kevin, lay on
the football field,” in the middle
of the grass, and watched the
storm clouds pass by.” Their
beauty may have been lost on him,
however, as he was soon asleep.
For others, the loss of power
seemed to mellow them, and they
were able, perhaps for the first
time, to spend a quiet weekend
night talking with friends. Ceri
Ellen Peters ’87, a JA in Parker,
noticed how much more willing
people seemed to have long, seri¬
ous conversations.
“When the lights go out, people
can’t be seen, and when they can’t
be seen, they don’t feel so vulner¬
able,” she said.
Peters went on to say that the

specific topics are debated. On
Oct. 31, the topic will be “Fem¬
inism at Bates.”
In addition, Women’s Aware¬
ness will also present two films.
The first, on October 22, is about
African women. The time and lo¬
cation will be announced. The
second is a film version of Euri¬
pides’ The Trojan Women, star¬
ring Katherine Hepburn and Va¬
nessa Redgrave. The Trojan
Women will be screened October
24, 8:00 at Women’s Union.
As for the coming year, Wom¬
en’s Awareness hopes to sponsor
a women’s film festival as well as
organize a benefit to raise money
for the twelve women’s shelters in
Maine.

I

JYA Program Offers Many
Opportunities
by Joseph McKniff
Student Correspondent

Troy Smith ’87 spoke yesterday at Convocation on “Journeys into the
Unknown”. Jay Tillman photo.

Gloria Forces a Change in Plans
by Alexandra Delp and Susan
Hunt
Student Correspondents

and discussed.
Women’s Awareness also hopes
to “give women strength and to
help them see their experience but
in a unique but uninhibited way,”
said Klebanoff.
The organization meets every
Thursday. The first Thursday of
the month is set aside for a pot
luck dinner in room 15, Com¬
mons, during wmcn members may
discuss their experiences and be¬
come acquainted with new mem¬
bers. The second meeting of each
month explores women in the arts..
The third Thursday meetings are
more formal and introduce a
speaker or lecturer.
The last meeting of the month
is a formal discussion in which

night had been “a really good re¬
lease for a lot of people.” Because
they had the “perfect excuse, stu¬
dents were able to forget, for one
night, the pressures of academics
and even of partying.”
“Aside from having to study for
a chemistry exam by candlelight,
the night was fun,” said Andrea
Nightengale, ’89. The Saturday
morning examination for Chem¬
istry 107 was not cancelled until
late Friday night. Before the can¬
cellation was announced, students
attempted to study by non-electric
light.
In many student residences,
power was restored by Saturday
morning.
“The storm was a nice change
for one night, but I was glad to get
hot water back,” said Heidi Mollenauer, ’89, a resident of Smith
Hall.
On Wood Street and Frye
Street, power was not restored un¬
til later in the weekend, and in the
case of Holmes House, it was not
restored by Monday September
29. Residents continued to use
candles, although their use was
prohibited by the College.
With nearly every college event
cancelled or postponed, students
were forced to make other plans
on Friday night.
“It was hard to live without
music, especially on a Friday,”
was one freshman’s opinion. This
was felt by many students who be¬
came anxious to see their friends
by lamplight rather than candle¬
light.
During the night of the hurri¬
cane, people were dependent on
themselves, their friends, and the
environment for entertainment.

Some said they felt this was an ad¬
vantage and some said they felt it
was a disadvantage, but no one
could avoid it.
People did have to sacrifice
some things, like not eating on
china plates in Commons or lis¬
tening to an album on the stereo.
But when else could one see clouds
moving at an unusual speed and a
moon that was almost blinding to
the eye.
Students used the great amount
of rain that poured to their ad¬
vantage. At any other time, the
mudslide behind Adams would
not have been nearly as slippery.
The storm gave everyone the ex¬
cuse to “wash their hair in mud,”
as many did.

In the words of Mike Goldberg,
’87, “Anyone who does not do it
is a fool.” It appears, judging by
the turnout at the Junior Year
Abroad meeting on Monday Sep¬
tember 3, that many Bates Soph¬
omores are planning to or at least
are considering spending their
Junior year at a foreign univer¬
sity.
Rebecca Conrad, the head of
the JYA program at Bates pre¬
sided over the meeting, but she
presented a very small part of it
herself. The better part of the
meeting was dominated by Bates
students who have returned from
spending their junior years
abroad. The students spoke of
their experiences abroad, they ex¬
tolled the virtues of the program,
they gave advice on how to get in¬
volved in the JYA program, and
they gave examples of what they
had learned, be it a foreign lan¬
guage or the art of drinking whis¬
key.
There was a unanimous opinion
among the student speakers that
one should go abroad for a year,
due to the fact that spending a se¬
mester abroad, an alternative to a
year, is not long enough, espe¬
cially if a language is being
learned. Another piece of advice
that the speakers gave was to en¬
roll directly to the desired pro¬
gram, thus bypassing “expen¬
sive” middle-men such as Beaver
College.

Financial aid is given to JYA
participants. Mike Goldberg im¬
plored to those in attendance to
“get yourself into a program
where you are not segregated with
Americans.” All the speakers
highlighted the fact that JYA pre¬
sents amazing travel possibilities.
One of the speakers cited that “He
went to Paris for the weekend.”
JYA presents a different atmos¬
phere to those who choose to
spend a year abroad, and it also
provides a nice break from Bates.
To be able to go JYA, one must
be in good academic standing at
Bates. A 2.75 grade point average
is needed at the end of the soph¬
omore year, and a GPA of 3.0 is
required in one’s intended major,
though one speaker said that
“Even if you don’t have the cre¬
dentials, go anyway.” If the
grades are up to the standards set
by the Campus Committee that
reviews and approves applications
for JYA, then a person’s packet
will be sent to the committee for
review.
Rebecca Conrad strongly urged
everyone to participate in the Jun¬
ior Year Abroad yet at the same
time she stressed the academic as¬
pects of going JYA. “Take a full
course load wherever you are, for
they will be counted as credits to¬
wards the Bates graduation re¬
quirements. If one chooses to go
abroad on a leave of absence,
course credits are not automati¬
cally accepted by Bates and finan¬
cial aid is not given.

Nuclear Weapons Change
Modern History

by John Richter
Student Correspondent
“The start of the nuclear era
was a radical turning point in
man’s history,” according to Pro¬
fessor Avner Cohen, who spoke on
Wednesday, October 2 at Bates.
Cohen received his PhD. from
the University of Chicago and now
teaches at the University of Tel
Aviv. He cames to Bates to discuss
“Psychologism and the Ethos of
Philosophy,” but decided to
change his topic to “The Predic¬
ament of Nuclear Weapons.” He
divided his topic into two main
parts: Points about nuclear war,
and the issue of nuclear deter¬
rence.
Cohen stated that “war had
been born of civilization, and had

now developed to the point where
it threatened civilization. There
has always been a strong connec¬
tion between politics and war, war
being a device born out of poli¬
tics.”
Cohen expressed concern over
the problem of “a system which
seems to promote the possibility
of hair trigger firing.” The system
of firing nuclear weapons is so
complicated, stated Cohen, “that
their use is not necessarily in com¬
plete control of the President of
the United States.”
He also asked “What would
happen if sensors indicated a full
scale nuclear strike when in fact
there was none?”
According to Cohen, some peo¬
ple insist on the idea of a “limited
nuclear war—in other words, “to

humanize nuclear war” to “make
it more like war and less like the
apocalypse. Nuclear planners
claim to know things, but “do
they really know what ‘limited nu¬
clear war’ is?”
He went on to say that“talking
of nuclear war is pretending
knowledge where there is none.”
Cohen continued on to talk
about nuclear weapons as deterrance. He described the term as “a
threat distinguished by its nega¬
tive form;” that is, the opposite
of an ultimatum—encouraging an
opponent not to act.”
This kind of deterrence, Cohen
argues, is based on the premise
that “Peace is achieved only by
preparing for war,” and that this
is liable to misinterpretations and
misculations.
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Women’s Tennis Continues to Improve
by Scott Hoffman
Staff Reporter
The Bates College Women’s
Tennis Team has had a very suc¬
cessful two week period.
After dropping an 8-1 decision
to Colby, the Women Bobcats
have come back to post three con¬
vincing victories in a row over
UMO, Plymouth State, and
Colby-Sawyer.
Coach Wigton said • he is
pleased with the recent perfor¬
mances of his team and hopes the
improved play will continue
through the Bowdoin match.
In particular, Wigton noted that
“the doubles teams were coming
along nicely.” Wigton and the
players know the Bowdoin match
will be very close and that whoever
wins the tight matches will take the
dual match.
Against Colby, the only winner
was freshman Maria Joseph as she
pulled out a 6-3, 6-7, 6-2 victory.
Juniors Heidi Niit and Melinda
Potts at numbers five and six lost
close matches despite playing well.
However, against UMO, the
Bobcats dominate in winning 7-2.
Bates won every singles match but
one as sophomore number one
Player Caitlin Dyk, number three
Maria Joseph, number four Alice
Danielson, and numbers five and
six Heidi Niit and Melinda Potts
all posted impressive victories.
In doubles, the number one

Caitlin Dyk lunges for the ball in a recent match. Jay Tillman photo,

Men’s Soccer Takes Tufts in 3-1 Triumph
by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
On October 8 the men’s soccer
team entertained the home fans
with a big victory over Tufts Uni¬
versity. Following a tough 2-0 loss
to Babson College on a rainy Oc¬
tober 5, the Bobcats dominated
Tufts through much of the game
to post a 3-1 triumph.
The Bobcats dominated the ehtire first half of play against Tufts.
Junior A1 Kropp opened the
Bates’ scoring on an assist from
Sophomore Todd Coleman. Mo¬
ments later Steve Abroms ’87
deftly beat a defender on a oneon-one situation and passed the
ball to Alex Kourebanas ’87 who
put the ball into the back of the
net.
Tufts opened the second half
strongly. Kevin Johnson scored
their only goal early in the period
on a pass from Josh Leader. But
the Bobcats soon regained their
momentum on a George Stewart
goal. From just outside the goal¬
ie’s box Stewart unleashed a
strong drive which went into the
upper left-hand comer of the goal.
The Bobcats then played out the
game with a fine counter attack
resulting in several scoring oppor¬
tunities.

The Bobcats fell to Babson in
“an evenly-matched back-andforth game” according to Coach

George Purgavie. The two teams
played to a 0-0 deadlock through
the entire first half and much of
the second. Unfortunately, Bab¬
son took advantage of poor field
conditions in a driving rainstorm
to score two late goals.

Doug Bolton came to a dead stop
in a puddle, and Cosco then put
the ball behind the confused and
out-of-position Bolton. At this
point Bolton’s goal area resem¬
bled a quagmire according to Pur¬
gavie.

With 25 minutes remaining in
the game Babson’s Alex VonCramm opened the Babson scor¬
ing, and just ten minutes later Pe¬
ter Cosco scored on a freak play.
A shot in front of Bates goalie

Babson goalie Bob Muscaro, on
the other hand, recorded three
crucial, excellent saves early in the
second half. Muscaro stopped two
almost point-blank shots from
freshman Jeff Gitlin and a strong

team of Dyk and Niit won 7-5, 61 and the number three team of
Joseph and fellow freshman Lisa
Bower won 6-3, 6-2.
Last Friday, the women Bob¬
cats took on Plymouth State and
emerged with an 8-1 victory.
Once again Dyk, Joseph, Dan¬
ielson, Niit, and Potts all emerged
with singles wins.
In doubles, Dyk and Niit at
number one, Danielson and Se¬
nior Captain Ashley Parker won
at number two 6-1, 6-0, and the
two freshman Joseph and Bower
won at three. It was more of the
same of next day as Bates shut out
Colby-Sawyer 9-0.
Leading the charge was senior
number two player Andrea Elholm.
The match gave some players
who have not played as much this
year to gain some experience. At
number three doubles sopho¬
mores Karri Orem and Wendy
Graham recorded an impressive
victory.
The team’s record now stands
at 5-3 and Coach Wigton hopes to
be 6-3 after playing Bowdoin.
This weekend Bates will host the
MIAW tennis championships.

Bates
Takes
Meet
by Jim Mahoney
Student Correspondent

scoring opportunity from Alex
Palacios ’88.

The Bates College Cross Coun¬
try team continued its undefeated
season on Saturday, October 5
“We’re becoming an exciting
with a win over Bowdoin, Tufts,
team to watch,” Purgavie said, and the University of Southern
“because we are creating good Maine at USM’s home course.
scoring opportunities. Defensively The Bobcats won decisively de¬
we are playing better than we have spite and miserable conditions.
in the past, but those two Babson The 5.1 mile course was very hilly
goals were very difficult to defend and muddy, and the weather was
against because of the poor field cool and rainy.
conditions.”
The Bates harriers started out at
a conservative pace, letting USM
The Bobcats now hold a season
runner Peter Swanson lead for the
record of 2-5-1.
first mile of the race. After that,
Bates’ All-Americans Mark Hatch
and John Fitzgerald took control
of the race, and led the rest of the
way, depsite the fact that both fell
on the course. Hatch finished first
in 27:11, setting a new course
record. Fitzgerald was second with
a time of 27:15. Bates runner
Mark Desjardins edged Bow¬
doin’s Schoening to capture third
place. Both finished with identical
times of 27:37.
USM’s Swanson faded to fifth
place, finishing in 28:15. Bates
harrier Jim Huleatt completed the
course in 28:24, which earned the
sixth finishing spot. Tim Longacre rounded out the top five Bates
finishers by placing eleventh in
29:21.
The final score was Bates 23,
Tufts 60, and Bowdoin 61. South¬
ern Maine failed to place because
only four USM runners finished
the race.
Cross Country Coach Walt
Slovenski said he was pleased with
the efforts put out by his runners.
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Football Loses to Trinity and Hamilton
by Ron Schneider
Student Correspondent
It happened again. It is not
pleasant, but it is reality—harsh
and cold. Bates Football lost again
in another very disappointing
game against Hamilton College on
October 5.
The final score was 26-20 and
the Bobcats came very close, but
lost in the end. Bates is now 0-3
for the season.
One must understand, however,
that they have lost to three very
good teams: Amherst, Trinity, and
Hamilton. The sad thing is that
Bates could easily be 2-1. They
came so very close to both Trinity
and Hamilton.
Trinity won it on a gamble in a
fourth and nine situation, andBates
lost last Saturday on a referee’s
call concerning a stumbling re¬
ceiver who tried with everything
he had, to catch a difficult throw
from a fugitive quarterback.
It was the fourth quarter and
Bates was marching down the field
to try to gain the lead back from
Hamilton. Ron Garrison dropped
back and threw a long pass to Cliff
Hicks„whocaught it for a 37 yard
gain.
But the Hamilton Coach did not
quite see it that way. He argued to
the officials that Hicks had gone
out of bounds, and then had come
back on the field to catch the ball,
all of which is illegal. So the ref¬
eree, who had been watching a
yellow tailed swallow pass over¬
head, reached into his back pocket
and took away the 37 yard gain.
Bates was set back again on a
very questionable holding call. But
this did not shut down Bates’
hopes altogether; that would come
in the closing moments of the
game when Bates had its last
chance on the fourth and 23.
Garrison dropped back and was
chased out of the pocket, while
Cliff Hicks was running across the
field around the Hamilton eight
yard line. Garrison threw the ball,
which came at Hicks around waist

high. Hicks stumbled reaching for
it, and the ball hit him in the face
mask. That was the end of the
game. If it had been caught, it
would have ranked as one of
Bates’ “fantasic finishes”.
Notwithstanding, the Bobcats
still had a good day, all in all.
Garrison threw for 230 yards and
John Boyle ran for 137 yards, but
these efforts proved not good
enough to repeat last year’s upset.
Bates went into the locker room
ahead, 14-13. They had just sco¬
red with 13 seconds left in the half
on a four yard pass from Garrison
to Hicks. But just like last week,
Bates allowed their opponents to
come out of their first half dol¬
drums to score on their first pos¬
session.
In the fourth quarter, Hamilton
scored again to make it 26-14. The
Bobcats would only get as close as
26-20 on a Boyle touchdown run
of two yards and a blocked kick.
As Coach Harrison remarked
following the game, “We played a
heck of a game ... we just didn’t

Bates Quarterback Ron Garrison unloads a bomb in a recent home game. Jay Tillman photo.

New Fields Improve Athletic Facilities
by Lisa Riley
Senior Reporter

Slovenski stated, “Other much
poorer substitutes were sought,
The athletic fields at Bates have such as rock dust.” Rock aggre¬
undergone a considerable amount gate became the new substitute, as
of improvement in the past year. cinder “fell out of vogue,” ac¬
Construction over the summer has cording to Slovenski.
provided sports teams with new
Bates is now in the process of
football, baseball, track, and soc¬ building one of the best modern
cer facilities.
outdoor tracks. At the time when
One example is the men’s and work was being done on the foot¬
women’s outdoor track. Accord¬ ball field, the decision was made
ing to the men’s coach, Walt Slov- to upgrade the track situation.
enski, prior to the advent of syn¬
The first stage of construction
thetic surfaces, the Bates outdoor has been completed at this time.
track was considered to be one of Slovenski said that the track has
the best in New England.
“a good draining system, a gravel
This track was constructed in base, and a surface of macadam
the mid-twenties and had its hey¬ (road surface).”
day in the fourties.
He continued, “While building
When oil and electricity re¬ this summer, the college had the
placed coal burning locomotive foresight to look down the road to
power, the track made of cinder a put in an eight lane track . . .
bi-product of coal, was no longer which prepares for the next step.”
available.
With much of the rain this

month, the track remained im¬
maculate and “the facility held up
beautifully,” stated Slovenski.
If the track had been one of
dirt, the runners would not be able
to use it now.
Certain that the decision to
build the track was an excellent
one, Slovenski added, “For the
past five years we have not had a
home track meet due to deterio¬
ration of the track.”
He stressed that he was “ultra
pleased with what’s been done.”
The team can now run outside and
road running by student athletes
and faculty members has been
minimized.
Slovenski added that the track
has many advantages for every
athletic program in the school.
According to Slovenski, “There
are no immediate plans for going
to the final stage.” The reason for

Ruggers
Undefeated
by E. C. Edstrom
Student Correspondent
The mens’ Rugby club remains
undefeated after two matches
against Colby and St. Anselm
College.
The ruggers opened their season
with a disppointing scoreless draw
against arch-rivals Colby. Al¬
though physically outsized by the
Colby A side, the Bates XV dom¬
inated in the game until the final
whistle. Good field position was
maintained throughout the con¬
test by the backfield’s kicking.
Once gained, the Bobcats’ posi¬
tion inside the Colby side of the
field was rarely relinquished by the
Bates scrummers who kept pos¬
session of the ball and provided
the backs with a stable platform
from which to work.

Bates Field Hockey performs in action against UMF. Bates dominated in the game and raised their record to
3-3-3. This victory was important in the Bobcat effort to defend the State Championships. Jay Tillman photo.

In B team action the Bates
dropped a close one to St. An¬
selms 6-0.
In what promises to be their
toughest match yet, Bates R.F.C.
travels to Brunswick on Saturday
October 12 to square off against
the Bowdoin All Blacks.

this is that it would be relatively
costly.
Slovenski said allocation of
funds for the final step would be
made sometime in the future.
(continued on page 14)

UM Wins
Over
Runners
by Chris Runge
Student Correspondent
The Bates women harriers lost
a dual meet to the University of
Maine this past Saturday.
The meet was supposed to have
a large field, but Keene State
failed to show up and the Univer¬
sity of Southern Maine ran an in¬
complete team.
Bates coach Carolyn Court was
happy with her team’s perfor¬
mance against U of M despite the
loss.
“I typically don’t schedule like
this, but I wanted a chance to meet
Keene State who is very competi¬
tive with us,” said Court.
“I think we ran well. Well
enough so that we’re going to do
a good job next week.”
The Bobcats have never won
against the UMO, who has its
strongest team ever this year. Next
week the Bobcats go to the
N.E.S.C.A.C. championships,
where the coach predicts a top half
finish for Bates.
Another problem for Bates was
that the course was a half mile
longer than usual.
“We made the best of the situ¬
ation. Next week at N.E.S.C.A.C.
the race will be four minutes
shorter, so hopefully they’ll be a
little more ready for it,” said
Court.
The Harrier pack was more
stretched out this week, closer to
one minute, as opposed to pre¬
vious weeks times of 30 seconds or
so between the first and seventh
Bates finishers.
“I think our lead runners are
starting to pull away from the
other people, which is good,”
commented Court.
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Student Trainers Prove to Be Miracle Workers
by Ron Schneider

Student Correspondent
When you were a little kid out¬
side in your background playing
with your friends and you fell
down and hurt yourself, you
probably did what most little kids
did and still do. You went crying
inside your house where your
mother would make it all better by
simply pointing out the fact that
it wasn’t bleeding.
Now at Bates, it is a different
story. Most of us are grown up, or
at least pretend to be, and when
we get hurt playing, our mothers
are nowhere within earshot of our
wailings.
Instead Bates College has pro¬
vided us with two trainers to play

our surrogate mothers; Roger
Park and Gail Henderson. These
two are in charge of makin sure
that Bates athletes get back to the
field after an injury.
But as anybody knows, there
are too many athletes at Bates for
two people to deal with every day.
Enter the student trainer.
“They are my best commodity,
my best quality as a trainer,” says
Roger Park about the students
who help him and Gail Henderson
with injured Bobcats.
“Without them, I would be a
very sick man.” As it is Park says
he works about a 70 hours week.
The student trainers perform
such as taping icing, and follow¬
ing up on rehabilitation instruc¬
tions of either trainer. The general

consensus from student-athletes is
that they do these jobs well. Park
feels that the work is “quality,”
adding that he is very conservative
about treatment.
The student trainers do not just
walk into the trainer’s office and
say “I want to be a trainer.” That
is, however, the first step. The
qualifications for becoming a stu¬
dent trainer are quite extensive.
First, the student must have the
interest and the desire to work
hard. Secondly, the student enters
the classroom for instruction in
the prevention and care of inju¬
ries; a three-hour-a-week class.
In addition, the students have
to take a CPR course which takes
about nine hours. After that the
student trainers are required to

take a First Aid course which is
about 25 hours. Finally, they have
to apprentice under either Park or
Henderson for 20 hours. After
completing this last step, they be¬
come student trainers.
Thus they are ready with tape in
one hand, ice in the other and a
crutch under each arm to take on
the injuries of Bates College ath¬
letes.
Although some of the students
are interested in medicine, many

are doing it because it is one of the
more interesting jobs on campus.
The hours are flexible, the work is
interesting.
The student trainers are a ne¬
cessity here at the college and per¬
form their jobs well with interest
and pride. The class of student
trainers is large and Park says that
they all “want” to be trainers.
Presently, there are 13 active stu¬
dent trainers.

A Day in the Life of a Triathlete
by Jon Simon

Student Correspondent
I awoke on the fifth of October
with the sudden realization that I
was about to perform the triathalon in an hour. My mind
flashed back to the training I had
started a week before. I had the
rude realization that I might not
be well prepared. Well, I thought,

Jon Simon
no one else could have done all
that much either.
The night before, we had a pre¬
race meeting in the cafeteria. The
organizer of the race, Senior Jeff
Jeter, solved most of the problems
that we faced.
The main problem, the fact that
there would be too many people
to start the race at once, was
solved because many of the people
who signed up did not show.
It turned out that there would
only be six people completing the
entire race, two were from town,
four were from Bates.
There would be about 12 teams
where one person would do each
event. It was also resolved that the
race would continue regardless of
the weather. We all all Iron per¬
sons, so we could handle any¬
thing.
All the competitors gathered in
the Merrill Gym about a half hour
before the race was to start. I saw
who was going to win, a wringer
had been brought in from town.

He had completed the Iron Man
competition in Hawaii twice. That
was probably the only time I
would see him in the race.
The swimmers got into the
water and warmed up. I knew that
most of them were on the swim
team. I was swimming next to a
professor. At least I controlled his
standing for once and he did not
control mine.
Jeff Jeter said “swimmers take
your mark, GO.” I had never
swam a race this far; the closest I
had come was five hundred yards.
This race was 1500 meters long.
Everything started off smoothly, I
was going at a good clip when I
felt a strange sensation in my arms
and legs. I quickly realized that it
was pain.
I ignored this trivial occurrence
and continued. Suddenly I real¬
ized that my lap counter had not
shown what lap I was on for a
while. I had no idea where I was.
, The number finally came up. I was
expecting around number 30, but
I saw 20. As I began to finish my
swim, I kicked hard to get my legs
in motion. I had 25-miles of bik¬
ing in the rain to do next.
When I ran out of the pool I
had to change quickly. I did not,
however, and I lost a lot of the
lead I had gained.
My first reaction after I left was
one of bewilderment. Why did I
change? It was wetter outside than
it was in the pool. I was drenched
in a short period of time. About
five miles out I looked at my feet.

Bates Is Supposed
to Lose?

If people glanced at the Bates
College football record for the
past two seasons one thing would
immediately come to mind: los¬
ing.
Hoy. ever, depicting the 1985
Bobcats as potential failures is
both an inaccurate and a severe
injustice.
Despite their 0-3 record, the
Bates football team is stacked with
talent, loaded with enthusiasm,
and committed to a mission: they
simply want to win.
“It’s just so frustrating,” se¬
nior captain John Boyle said of
the football team’s 0-3 start.
Indeed, Bates teams being flus¬
tered is not an uncommon occur¬
rence. But this team is different.
It has class, character, all the
elements of a perennial power¬
house, but one thing is missing: a
simple victory.

I am not a Monday morning
quarterback and will refrain from
second guessing the calls of the

Mark Desjardins
coaching staff or misreads by the
players.
The problem with Bates foot¬
ball is that they do not know how
ti win. Amherst, Trinity, and
Hamilton all have excellent win¬
ning traditions in football and if
one witnessed all three games, you
would probably agree that Bates
could be 3-0.
Something is missing. A mys¬
terious element that is tough to
identify and even harder to mas¬
ter.
Paul Bear Bryant, Ed Rob¬
inson, and Joe Paterno have all
conquered this barrier and their
success shows. They produce win(continued on page IS)

They were very wet. I remembered
that I still had to run four miles
when I got back. I trudged on with
this happy thought in my mind.
The rain was pretty bad. It was
a mild storm, but since I was trav¬
elling I was riveted by small pellets
of rain. I heard a train in the dis¬
tance, I quickly got across the
tracks. I was fortunate, seme of
the other racers were caugl t be¬
hind it and lost a lot of time.
I tried to shift the gears on my
bike and found that it would not

Triathlete Jon Simon chronicles his experiences for this week’s Student.
Heidi Eysenbach photo.

_(continued on page 14)_

Volleyball Comes Out on Top
by Julie Graham

Student Correspondent
‘Anybody can make it to the
top, but a true champion can stay
at the top,” Coach Marsha Graef
told her team at Monday’s prac¬
tice.
Graef seized Saturday October
5’s loss to USM, Bates’ first fall
to a Maine school, to emphasize
to her team its own vulnerability.
‘This is a warning that every
school is out to get us,” Graef
said. “That’s what happens when
you’re winning.”
Bates remained ahead of the
other schools it faced in Satur¬
day’s tournament, picking up wins
against Merrimack College, Bowdoin College, and the University
|of New England.
The first game against Merri¬
mack, “got off to a slow start”
according to Graef. Bates fell be¬
hind 10-5 at the start of the game,
but was able to come back with the
help of junior Emily Gabler.

“It was her serving that saved
us,” Graef said. Gabler’s play
sparked the rest of the team, and
the Bobcats demolished Merri¬
mack in the second game, 15-3.
“We just sat on them,” Graef
said. “We didn’t even give them a
chance to come back.”
Bowdoin
was
similarly
squelched by Bates’ forceful play,
dropping the first game 15-2, and
the second game 15-0. “We played
very, very well,” Graef com¬
mented, “we covered every¬
thing.”
Bates’ third match was more of
a challenge. After opening up with
a win, Bates lost its second game,
9-15. “We have played UNE at
least 4 times,” Graef explained,
“and each time it gets harder and
harder to win. They are really out
to beat us.” Bates was also out to
win, and took the match with a fi¬
nal game of 15-13.
The Bobcats were unable to nab
a fourth win, however, in their
semi-final game against USM. Be¬

cause Bates’ pool was behind
schedule, the team was forced to
play USM just five minutes after
the UNE match. “Physically w<
weren’t tired,” explained Graef,
“but mentally it was really tough
for us.”
Bates lost two close games, 9-15
and 13-15, after some strong play
from both of the teams. “There
were some good rallies in the sec
ond game,” Graef said, “both
teams played well.”
Graef pointed to strong perfor¬
mances from Millie Rey and
Gabby Fodor. Sarah McSweeney,
Krista Bourquien, and Deb Smith
were also key players, she added.
“I’m starting to see more con¬
sistent play from Sarah and Krista
. . . Deb did a very good job for
us blocking and hitting,” Graef
said.
Graef is looking for some wins
tomorrow when the Bobcats go to
UMF for Bates’ final regular-sea
son tournament .

Winning Ugly May Be the Secret
to Success

In a society where the yuppies,
Ruth Westheimers, and Ronald
Reagans of the world have
brought superficiality to a norm,
it is intriguing to think whether
any of this has rubbed off on the
realm of professional sports.
Traditionally, athletes and
tea -s have been judged on how
they perform in what is called the
“crunch time” of games, but in
these “sophisticated” 80’s of
ours, has not some other deter¬
mining factor of sports evaluation
come to the forefront?
Namely, it doesn’t matter how
well one kicks, throws, or hits a
ball; it’s how good one looks in
doing it.
To put it another way, everyone
knows the old cliche about how it
is the clothes that makes the man,

well is it not possible for the same
to be applied to pro sports?
When you first look at it you
definitely see the preposterousness
of this notion.
Certainly the fans of Boston
would not care if their Red Sox
were dressed in pink polka-dotted
leotards, as long as they brought
that long awaited World Cham¬
pionship to Fenway.

Whalen’s
Wanderings
The same can be said of the fol¬
lowers of the Celtics and Lakers.
How many people really care that
the gamefaces of Larry Bird, D. J.,
Kareem, and James Worthy will
most probably not appear on the
cover of G.Q.?

And since we’re on the subject
(this being the 80’s, of course), has
anyone checked out what either
team is wearing out there on the
parquet floor?
The Celts wear a uniform with
a green color scheme that varies in
tone depending on how much each
player sweats. In addition to this,
they wear those new funny black
sneakers which likens them to a
Warsaw Pact pickup squad.
As for the Lakers, just as they
bested the Celts in last year’s NBA
Finals, their uniforms best Bos¬
ton’s in terms of overall hideous.ness. C’mon, purple and gold? It
looks as if Truman Capote or
someone else of his persuasion had
designed them.
Yet, despite it all, a fair number
(continued on page 11)
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¥,¥,*”**¥”'‘¥Rayden Directs Play for Senior Thesisby Richard F. Ramsey

Student Correspondent
When a senior thesis comes to
mind, one most often relates that
idea to hours of work, locked into
a private carrel or cubby hole for
months on end, never to see the
light of day or another living sole
until the thesis is compete.
For most that is an accurate
portrayal of a good portion of
their senior year. It is not true of
Eddie Ray den, however, for his
senior thesis requires great per¬
sonal involvement and interaction
with many other people. In fact
the success of his thesis ultimately
depends on other people’s contri¬
butions.
Rayden is a second semester se¬
nior majoring in theater. His the¬
sis consists of directing a play
which is to be performed publically in late October. Where as
many seniors are formulating
rough draughts and so forth, Ray¬
den has been recruiting sound
technicians, lighting technicians,

stage hands, actors and actresses,
costume designers, and a whole
army of other support crews which
will eventually lend themselves to
a finished and polished dramatic
performance.
Last April, Rayden went to his
advisor and presented to him a
potential play which he thought
would be feasible for a senior the¬
sis project such as this. The first
major wall which had to be scaled,
after the play was approved, was
figuring out the production re¬
quirements; for instance how
many actors would be needed, set
design and construction, technical
workings such as lighting and
sound, and where it would be per¬
formed.
From the start, Rayden’s per¬
sonal involvement with the proj¬
ect has been immense. In any sort
of production there is an element
of sophistication which is either
present or it is not. That air of
quality stems from the work in¬
vested in the project. The core of
that support lies in a unified to-

Tailgating Tradition
at Bates ?
I would like to speak about
something of great importance. It
involves autumn-colored leaves,
cool weather, tartan blankets, cold
beers or hot rum cider, and the de¬
sire to socialize. It is the art of
watching a football game. Watch¬
ing the football game on Saturday
is a big part of the social calendar
at Bates. But at Bates, the actual
nature of this tradition event is a
bit different.
Contrary to popular belief, tailgating is not neccessary to fulfill
the tradition of watching a foot¬
ball game. Students at Bates are
sometimes bothered by the fact
that they they do not and cannot
tailgate as all the other colleges.
Do what? Does a yuppie car
whose tailgate is embellished with
brie, stone wheat crackers and
fruit or the infamous Winnebago
with its mobile kegs and bars
really make the football game all
the more fun to watch? I think
not.
Practically, tailgating is not
really a possibility at Bates. There
is no big field or parking area for
all theses spanking new cars or ro¬
bust Winnebagos. Feet will have
to do. Secondly, tailgates do not
merit a good time. Tailgates might
be more collegiate in the activity
of football spectating, but are not
a necessity.
The weather is also a crucial
factor in football watching. Two
weeks ago day during the Bates vs.
Trinity game, one spectator noted,
“This just isn’t how a football
game should be. It is warm and
sunny outside. Football games are
meant to be watched when it is
cold and rainy.”
Does this mean that suffering is
an extricable facet of football
spectating? Why do most of our
memories of football games in¬

clude images of torrential rains
soaking our lovely tartan blan¬
kets, and disrupting our little
picnics? That’s just part of the
whole art. And cold ... the ne¬
farious wind whistling through the
crowds. Why is a brutal wind so
important? One spectator an¬
swered, “it’s all the better to
snuggle in. Keeping warm is al¬
ways a good excuse.” Take note
of that important point . . . next
time you spot that cute red-head
across the stands, note the wind
and offer to share your blanket
and your embrace to lessen the
cold. How sweet.

Victoria L.Tilney
Arts Editor
We must remember that hot
rum cider or hot cocoa with pep¬
permint schnapps just wouldn’t be
the same if it were eighty degrees
outside.
Just like Commons, a football
game furnishes all the young men
and women to scope for that hunk
of a guy or that little brunette with
the perfect wiggle. I have always
wondered what the ratio between
game watching and people watch¬
ing is. It could be quite an inter¬
esting study . . . but maybe we do
not really want to know.
Let us now look at the game of
football, itself. We all love to
watch it no matter if we really un¬
derstand why one huge padded
body is leaping on to top of an¬
other huge padded body, why the
pig skin, as a football is affectionally called, goes through the big
wooden “Y”, what the actual
meaning of a second down is, or
why these teams of huge padded
(continued on page 14)

getherness amongst the cast and
crew, the level of quality of per¬
formance that Rayden is striving
for requires these qualities. Ray¬
den described that unity as being
“like a family”, working together
on a common project and com¬
bining their creativity.
The play that Rayden chose to
produce is called Fool For Love.
It was written by Sam Sheperd.
Basically, it is an American trag¬
edy. Rayden described it as “the
modern classic that focuses on the
ruthlessly fated paradox of sexual
attraction.” From what could be
milked from the director’s sealed
lips, the drama seems to have
much to its credit. The cast was
phosen from a wide array of ac¬
tors and actresses who tried out.
Rayden had the freedom to be
very choosy and in being so he got
just who he wanted for the parts.
Jon Watson was casted as Eddie,
the leading male role in the play
and Scott Ballentine was casted as
Martin. Jennifer Carr got the part
of May and Jim Lapan plays the
Old Man.
This play has been performed
on Broadway in the past and is
currently being shown in several
cities around the country, such as
Los Angeles, Rayden’s home
town, and Minneapolis. It worked
out well that these other perfor¬
mances were under way, as things
turned out because Rayden was
able to borrow some very expen¬
sive sound effect tapes which he
otherwise might not have been
able to afford on the limited
budget that he has. Apparently,
the Minneapolis troop didn’t mind
lending the tapes to the Bates show
at all. Undoubtedly they will add
a depth to scene transitions that
would have been impossible to
achieve without buying the effects
new. Rayden played a portion of
one tape that will be used in the
performance. It was the sound of
a car pulling up a gravel drive and
then pulling away again.
He then described the lighting
effects that will accompany the
sounds. What will happen is this;
when the time in the script comes,
signified by a character’s partic¬
ular line, the sound of the car will

be played from above the stage
while in conjunction with that
from a pit below the stage a set of
headlights will pan across the stage
giving the impression of a car
pulling up outside. Effects like
these will serve to enhance the
presentation of the play im¬
mensely.
The performance will be held in
the stage called the “Black Box”
in the basement of Schaffer Thea¬
ter. This setting is intimate enough
to deliver the full effect of the
sound and lighting well. The au¬
dience sits very closely to the ac¬
tors and the set. In all, the Black
Box seats about 35 to 40 people.
That minute size often creates re¬
sentment amongst viewers when a
good show is on because of the
limited seating capacity.

Although Rayden is free of the
senior cruch that is caused by most
theses now, soon he too will have
to face those pressures. He must
evaluate his own play after the
performances. The written evalu¬
ation is as significant as the pro¬
duction of the play itself, as he
must evaluate the actors’ delivery
in relation to his own work.
In regard to this, he said of his
play, “It is like a fine diamond, it
must be brilliant, vivid, and well¬
shaped. I only hope I am a good
gemologist.”
All are welcome to find out on
the nights of October 24, 25, and
on the afternoon of the 26. The
play will be performed in Schaffer
Theater’s basement stage, “The
Black Box.”

Alumni Dance Attracts
Large Crowd
by Kerry Chiarello

Student Correspondent
The timing of the hurricane,
“Gloria,” couldn’t have been
worse for the Back-to-Bates Al¬
umni dance, but that did not seem
to stop many Bates students from
enjoying their evening and mak¬
ing the dance a big success. A new
system of serving drinks, (splitting
the alcohol between two rooms)
helped alleviate the problem of
overcrowding in Chase Hall but
could not change the fact that
Chase Hall was, as always, packed
with people.
While some alumni did attend,
the large majority of people pre¬
sent were Bates students. Part of
the reason for this, claims Chase

Hall Committee Dance Director
Peter Pierce, was due to the can¬
cellation of a reception for the al¬
umni on Saturday night which
caused many to go home. In spite
of this, however, Pierce said he
feels the turnout “was a good
one” and he was pleased with the
results.
The band this year, a club band
from Rhode Island called “The
Heat”, was a new one to Bates
and proved to be a crowd-pleaser
in most people’s opinions. Some
criticism did arise that they were
not an easy band to dance to
though the floor was hardly
empty. “They were a thousand
times better than ‘The Wait¬
resses” from last year, said one
student who particularly liked

them.
Introducing the new band was
part of an effort being made on
the part of the Chase Hall Com¬
mittee this year to bring in as
much new entertainment as pos¬
sible to the Bates campus. The up¬
coming dance on Parent’s Week¬
end should also reflect this effect.
The band then will be “Whitewalls”—the best Oldies band in
Boston”, and will play 50’s and
60’s rock music. The slant of the
dance is also a new one, that is,
“bring your parents along!” The
committee is in the process of ar¬
ranging a “family deal” as far as
admissions go which should en¬
courage more families to come.
The dance will begin at 9:00 P.M.
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Maine Acting Company
Sets Roots in Lewiston
by Rob Myers

Staff Reporter
Theater in Lewiston will soon
be a reality. The Maine Acting
Company, having toured the state
since 1978, has decided to set roots
here in Lewiston. The “intimate,”
150 seat theater, located at 113
Lisbon St., once the site of a W.
T. Grant’s department store, has
been under construction and ren¬
ovation since early summer.
Artistic director Lewis Alessio,
who started out as an actor at the
company’s inception, stated the
reason for settling in Lewiston as
a cultural need. Lewiston, the sec¬

ond most populated city in Maine,
has never had a full time theater
company, though many other
smaller Maine cities have. Says
Alessio, “Theater brings a great
deal of activity to a city, that Lew¬
iston just doesn’t have.”
During October most of the
company will be down in the re¬
sort town of Ogunquit, Maine,
where they will be presenting to
grade school students “The Lion,
The Witch, and the Wardrobe,” a
play based on the popular fantasy
series by C. S. Lewis, and to High
School students “Stagefright . . .
Stories of the Macabre.” After
which they will return to Lewiston

to work on their first perfor¬
mance, the British comedy “My
Fat Friend,” which premiers on
November 7 and runs through the
end of the month.
The schedule for the upcoming
months goes as follows: Novem¬
ber, “My Fat Friend”; December,
“A Christmas Carol” by Charles
Dickens, and directed by Bates
theater professor Martin Andrucki, and designed by professor
Robert Sypitkowski and the Bates
Advanced Designing class; Janu¬
ary, “Butterflies are Free”; Februrary, “Papa Martel”, a play
written by Gerard Robichaude
(continued on page 14)

Ulric Bourgeois Featured
in Treat Gallery
by Barbara Ginley

Staff Reporter
William Albright, organist and composer, will be performing at Bates
College, Monday, October 14. News Bureau photo.

Photographe du Quebec et de la
Nouvelie-Angleterre,” an exhibi-

Schooner Fare Folk Music in Lewiston
by Michelle Farrell

Student Correspondent
Schooner Fare performed at
Lewiston Junior High School, last
Friday, October 4, in a benefit
concert for MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Driving).
The group, hailed by critics as
“hearty, exuberant, enchanting”
and “The best folk group I’ve
heard in 25 years,” consists of
brothers Chuck and Steve Ro¬
manoff, along with Tom Rowe.
Friday’s concert was kicked off
by the group being named as
“Folk Artist of the Year” by the
Maine Country Music Associa¬
tion, much to their surprise. Upon
receiving the award, one of the
members asked, “Does this mean
we have to tune up?” This kind of
humor was a prelude of the show
to follow.
Schooner Fare delighted its au-

dience with a mixture of song,
stories and humor throughout the
performance. They began with
one of their own musical creations
entitled, “Make a Friend Today.”
This was followed up with a num¬
ber of their original tunes during
the concert, including “Portland
Town”, “Teaching Your Children
to Sing”, and the title track to
their latest release, “We the Peo¬
ple.”
These songs were reminiscent of
older folk groups like The Seekers
and The Journeymen. Schooner
Fare’s affection for these older
folk groups was also seen their
cover versions of some old Seek¬
er’s music. One other crowd
pleasing “oldie” was “The Ba¬
nana Boat Song” which they
played during their first encore.
They got the audience involved
with this and other songs by en¬
couraging them to sing along.

Aside from the music, the trio
livened up the show with their hu¬
morous antics, commentaries, and
stories. At one point, they noted
that the group had been formed in
1975, the year Billboard Magazine
declared the “death of folk mu¬
sic.” They told the audience that
they had received the “Edsel-Custer award for timing” on this oc¬
casion.

The group also commented
during the concert about how
Freeport, Maine, had gone from
being a quiet, coastal town to be¬
coming “the factory outlet capital
of the world” and “the Little Ti¬
juana for yuppies.” This brand of
humor added to the overall enjoyble evening that coupled with their
musical talent. The Schooner Fare
performance left the audience with
something to remember.

Movie Review
ii

Invasion USA” Is Boring,
“Commando” Is Okay

by Steven Shalit

Staff Reporter
Sylvester Stallone has taught
Hollywood something. With the
success of Rambo: First Blood
Part II, Stallone has shown that
Americans want to see all-Amer¬
ican heroes blasting “the enemy”
to hamburger. So what does Hol¬
lywood do? Why, saturate the
market with violent Rambo-like
movies, of course!
Two of these have just been re¬
leased. Chuck Norris (Missing in
Action) has Invasion U.S.A. out,
while Arnold Schwarzenegger
(The Terminator) has entered
Commando into the field. The two
show just how much variety can
occur within the genre.
Invasion U.S.A. is a wretchedly
horrid film, a moronic venture
into a paranoid man’s mind. The

acting is detached, the directing
choppy, and the writing ridicu¬
lous. Basically, it fails even at the
most basal level.
Commando, on the other hand,
is witty at times, exciting at oth¬
ers, and fun throughout. Ac¬
tually, it isn’t all that great on its
own merits, but it does succeed in
what it tries to be, and is Citizen
Kane as compared to Invasion
U.S.A.
In each film, the hero is a spe¬
cially trained government agent
who has retired. Each is recruited
by his old commander for one last
mission, and of course accepts
. . . eventually. The mission is a
one-man-against-an-army job,
and would be suicidal for anyone
else in the world but our hero.
Does any of this sound anything
like Rambo to you? . . . not to me,
either.

In Commando, Schwarzeneg¬
ger plays John Matrix, an allaround killer, well-armed and ex¬
tremely well-trained. When Arius,
(Dan Hedoya), an equally welltrained bad guy, kidnaps his
daughter, he goes on a commando
raid to save her (thus the name).
On the way, he slaughters many,
many soldiers of a South Ameri¬
can revolutionary country (un¬
specified, of course) who were
guarding her. He kills in a myriad
of ways, including pitchforks,
axes, grenades, and, his standby,
the machine gun.
He also befriends a young stew¬
ardess (played well by Rae Dawn
Chong) who accompanies him for
a while. Their relationship is,
thankfully, not romantic, but
rather very funny, and one of the
stronger parts of the film, or at
(continued on page 14)

tion of Ulric Bourgeois’ photog¬
raphy is being featured at the
Treat Gallery for the month of
October. The show is a project of
the Treat Gallery, with the sup¬
port of the Maine Humanities
Council.
Ulric Bourgeios was an early
20th century photographer, who
rooted his style in the FrancoAmerican culture of Manchester,
N.H., as well as in his rural Que¬
bec origins. The exhibit offers a
broad overview of Bourgeios’ im¬
pressive career as a pioneer in the
photographic portrayal of man
and his culture.
From the start of his career,
which began with his first camera
in 1885 at the age of eleven, Borgeois was taken up with portray¬
ing men and women, “dans leur
etat ordinaire.” He was a pioneer
in his exploration outside the con¬
fines of the studio. It is difficult
for us to understand the signifi¬
cance of his work, taking for
granted our auto-focus, lightimeter
ladened cameras that can fit in our
front pockets. Equally impressive
is the simplicity of subject matter,
that could portray such a strong
sense of personality and identity.
Unlike much of the photographs
of the same time period Borgeios
was highly emphatic about the
emotional context, that could not
be captured in the high collared,
stiff moustached portraiture of the
day.
A perfect example of this talent
is found in his,” “L’interieur de
la residence bougeious a Manch¬
ester au temps des fetes,” a pho¬

tograph which captures a FrancoAmerican family celebrating
Christmas around their small par¬
lor table with brandy and oranges.
His interests also lay in the liveli¬
hoods of the immigrants, the ma¬
jority of whom were employed by
the large textile industry of
Manchester.
A handful of the exhibit’s pho¬
tographs bring us inside the dis¬
mal sweat-shops of the early
1900’s, where the black-and-white
photography perhaps may be aes¬
thetically seen as contributing to
the graveness of the immigrant’s
difficulties.
Part of his professional career
as a photographer was earned
through plates that were used in
the production of post cards of
Manchester, in which he has his¬
torically preserved the city scaping
of the growing community, with
pictures of street scenes and spe¬
cific buildings.
Whether it was the cornfields
and barns of Valcourt d’Ely, Que¬
bec, or a backyard in Manchester,
Bourgeois was implicit in captur¬
ing a context that carried a com¬
pleteness of portrayal beyond the
physical semblance of his sub¬
jects.
Bourgeios’ works were collab¬
orated beginning in 1977 by the
University of New Hampshire in
conjunction with their “Visual
History Project,” and with the
help of the Manchester Historical
Association. The show was coor¬
dinated in 1981 at the McCord
Museum in Montreal.

The Farnham House
—Walking Distance
to Bates
— Friendly Atmosphere
— Bed + Breakfast
*

520 Main Street 782-9495
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Dire Straits Give Great Portland Show
by Rob Myers

Staff Reporter
There are very few bands that
can escape getting trapped in the
swirling cesspool of musical name
calling and segregation.
Dire Straits is one of those few
bands, pulling fans from all points
in the spectrum of musical pref¬
erence. At their Portland perfor¬
mance last Monday October 7
there were people varying in attire
from three piece suits to spiked
leather, and concert jerseys rang¬
ing from Van Halen to the Grate¬
ful Dead.
To be sure, Dire Straits know
how to attract a crowd, (not to
mention the fact that the concert
sold out in a matter of hours).
This is not with out justification,
however, for Dire Straits is with¬
out debate one of the best live
bands on the touring circuit. And
to the satisfaction of all present,
they proved it in Portland.
Opening with an extended ver¬
sion of the moody “Ride Across
the River” from their latest al¬
bum, “Brothers in Arms” (which
has recently found itself a com¬
fortable resting place at the top of
the charts), Dire Straits took the
stage amidst dreamy lavender
lighting and dry ice.
Lead guitarist/vocalist and
founding member Mark Knopfler
took the reins and led his band
through two hours and fifteen
minutes of hits and classics old*
and new, featuring the likes of:
“Expresso Love”, “Romeo and
Juliet”, “Solid Rock”, “Money
for Nothing”, “Walk of Life”,
“Tunnel of Love”, and their ever
crowd pleasing anthem, “Sultans
of Swing”.

Though they could have played
well under any performing con¬
ditions, they were fortunate to
have the backdrop of a well de¬
signed stage. The use of lighting
was discreet and mature, with a
distinctly “ethereal” theme of ba¬
thing the stage in mixtures of
blues, greens and purples, giving
a surreal atmosphere to the per¬
formance.
The sound quality was superb,
as one WBLM DJ stated, “It was
the best 1 have ever heard at the
Cumberland County Civic Cen¬
ter.” Though there were some
static problems at the beginning,
all instruments rang through clear
and defined, giving Knopfler (who
was ever changing guitars
throughout) the distinctive guitar
tone he as become known for over
the years.
Now touring with the largest
Dire Straits ever, Knopfler has
added several new faces to the
seven man line up, featuring: gui¬
tarist Jack Sonni, drummer Terry
Williams, keyboardists Guy
Fletcher and Alan Clark, and on
sax/flute Chris White, not to for¬
get founding member and bassist
John Illsley.
Having allowed for musical
freedom, much of the soloing was
improvisational, though neither
Knopfler or his band was ever out
on a musical limb. Two solos
stood out, a blaring sax solo by
Chris White (who was dressed a la
Miami Vice in a shocking pink de¬
signer suit) during “Expresso
Love”, who jammed on “Wild
West End” while Knopfler (who
was having guitar problems) got
his remote transmitter fixed.
Throughout the whole show, the
music seldom stopped, interludes

of piano or synthesizer were used
as transitions to segue songs to¬
gether, giving a smooth, flowing
feel to the concert. Rather than
emphasizing certain songs, the set
is presented as a whole.
There was, however, one time
when the music stopped abruptly
and unintentionally. This oc¬
curred when a front row fan in the
heat of musical enthusiasm, de¬
cided to throw a wet T-shirt on
stage. This shirt just happened to
hit Knopfler in the chest, and
muted the guitar strings during the
intense guitar introduction to
“Money for Nothing.” Knopfler,
in the heat of musical frustration,
used the audience as his voice to
ridicule the unfortunate fan by
getting everyone to say: “you’re a
jerk!” “There,” said Knopfler,
‘now you have 15,000 people who

think you’re a jerk.” After which
he resumed where he had left. But
the event, which was the low point
of the concert, took a while to
wear off, and it was several min¬
utes before the spirit was restored.
Eventually the episode was for¬
gotten entirely, and things got
back to normal.
Though the band was hot, and
Knopfler was in exceptionally fine
form, the audience was rather dull
and lifeless. It took almost one
complete hour before people fi¬
nally decided to get off their rear
ends and dance. This is sad when
you remember that Princess Di,
during a Dire Straits London per¬
formance, was quick to get to her
feet and dance the night away. It
is embarrassing that we “un¬
couth” and “rowdy” Americans
are put to shame by the Princess

to Handful of Listeners
by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
Perhaps you attended that high
point of Bates’ culture last Sat¬
urday evening, the Adams-Parker
Black and White Party, and were
wondering who was responsible
for those cool jazz sounds ema¬
nating from Chase Lounge. Won¬
der no longer. You were hearing
the sweet sounds on Maine’s own
Joy Spring Jazz Quartet.
Originating at the University of
Maine at Augusta, Joy Spring in¬
cludes Peter Runnells on drums,

pianist Terry Eisen, Will Bartlett
on saxophones, and bass player
James Lyden. Regarded by many
as one of the best jazz groups now
playing in New England, Joy
Spring has entertained audiences
from Canada to Washington D.C.
for over six years. Their music
ranges from swing and Latin ar¬
rangements to contemporary
mainstream jazz.
They performed in front of a
handful of people for close to two
hours in Chase Lounge. Their
performance included composi¬
tions by Chick Corea, Thelonius

,

Monk and standards from the
Cole Porter-George Gershwin era,
as well as original material. One
such original, fresh arrangement
was composed by pianist Eisen.
All members of the group, includ¬
ing bassist Lyden and drummer
Runnells performed extensive so¬
los in nearly all of the numbers.
Saxophonist Bartlett promised
a return visit of his quartet to
campus during the winter semes¬
ter. At that time true jazz enthu¬
siasts should be on the lookout for
this talented and interesting quar¬
tet.

Crooked Stove Pipe Band
Revives Contra Dancing
by Kerry Chiarello
Student Correspondent

4

Coming back on stage to deliver
the encores “Brothers in Arms”
and “Solid Rock,” the crowd was
in a heightened state of frenzy that
at time drowned out the music.
Gathering around the steps lead¬
ing to the drum riser, the band sat
down to play “Coming Home”
from the “Local Hero” sound¬
track, during which the roadies
came out on stage and started tak¬
ing down microphones and cov¬
ering equipment. With that the
concert came to an end.

Joy Spring Jazz Quartet Performs

a*.

'

of Wales, because we can’t Rock
‘n’ Roll. Eventually, during the
song “Walk of Life” (which
though “drippy” on album,
comes through magnificently in
concert) people got into the spirit.

Chase Lounge came alive, filled
with the sounds of the “Crooked
Stovepipe Band”. The October 4
event, a Bates Contra Dance,
proved to be an evening of delight
for all who attended.
Though Contra dancing is one
of better kept secrets as far as eve¬
ning entertainment on campus, it
is probably one of the most
wholesome and healthy ways to
spend a Friday night. Contra
dancing is a traditional New Eng¬
land folk dance that was popular
in the 18th and 19th centuries. It
nearly died out, though, and was

i

i

Pulitzer Prize winning poet, Gwendolyn Brooks dazzled her audience last night in Chase Hail with some of her
work. Photo courtesy of the Contemporary Forum.

revived only recently in the 1970’s
in small towns around New
Hampshire and Vermont.
Similar in many respects to
Western square dancing, Contra
dancing uses some standard
square dance steps such as the
waltz and polka, but includes
other “improper formations”
which are unique to the Contra
dance. “It’s a great way to pick
the basics of ballroom dancing,
too” says Cindy LaRoque, since it
uses so many different steps.
LaRoque, who is, an experi¬
enced and frequent Contra dan¬
cer, emphasizes that it is more re¬
laxed and flexible than square
dancing, requiring no classes.

Audience Overlooks
Talent in Tears for Fears
by Jon Durant
Student Correspondent
Tears For Fears represents one
of the great paradoxes of music.
They manage to combine progres¬
sive musical concepts with simple
pop music.
Nowhere is this more evident
than on their hit, “Shout.” The
song combines an African sound¬
ing drum pattern with an Eastern
flute part, played on the Fairlight
Computer Musical Instrument.
Then, on top of this odd mix they
put a very anthemic melody with

words heard ’round the world,
“Shout—Shout—Let it all out,
These are the things I can do with¬
out, Come on—I’m talking to
you—-Come on.”
Because their music mixes pop
with progressive so well, their au¬
dience is varied too. Surrounding
me at the Centrum were many
girls, aged 11-30. All of them were
screaming as if they were at a
Duran Duran Concert.
The problem, of course, is that
singers Roland Orzabal and Curt
Smith are “gorgeous.” (I heard
(continued on page IS)
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Opportunities Loom in Non-Profit Organizations
by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
In the third of the Career
Luncheon Series held on Friday,
October 4, Johanna Major ’84,
spoke of the opportunities and
benefits of a career in non-profit
organization management. Major
particularly addressed the be¬
lieved majority of Bates students
who are business oriented.
“There are two sides to the op¬
portunities of non-profit experi¬
ence for business-oriented stu¬
dents. On the one side you get to
help others through the health and
human resources which the orga¬
nization provides. On the other
hand, you also receive good busi¬
ness sales experience with a prod¬
uct to which you are highly com¬
mitted. You receive good contacts
in both the human services and
business fields.”
Major, who studied sociology
at Bates, claims that she “stum¬
bled” into her position as the Ex¬
ecutive Director of the Maine
Chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis (M.S.) Society. Shortly
after graduation she started as a
fund raiser for M.S., and in July
of this year she took over as the
Executive Director of the Maine
Chapter when the former director
left for another job.
Claiming to be “in the right
place at the right time,” she was
chosen for the director’s position,
which she calls “the opportunity I
was waiting for.”
Reflecting upon her own expe¬
rience she added, “Non-profits

experience much turn-over. If you
can get your foot in the door, you
may very soon get a paying posi¬
tion.”
This turn-over from one non¬
profit organization to another is
common in this competitive field,
according to Major. “The com¬
petitiveness adds to an already in¬
tense work situations.”
In looking ahead to her own fu¬
ture and the plans of someone who
might be in her position she said,
“I will probably spend at least two
or three years in my present po¬
sition. Then I might move on to
the national organization or to ex¬
ecutive positions in other non¬
profit organizations.”
Major’s Maine chapter is
staffed by only five people. Major
supervises this staff of five, and
said that “while such a limited
staff creates a great deal of work
for the individual staff member,
each has the satisfaction of not
having to do the same work day
to day.”
Major’s other responsibility is
to create new fundraising pro¬
grams for the M.S., Society, ex¬
plaining that “Fundraising is the
lifeblood for any non-profit or¬
ganization.” In the case of M.S.
fundraising, says Major, “60% of
all money raised goes to local ser¬
vices, such as the M.S. clinic at
Central Maine Medical Hospital,
while the remaining 40% goes to
the national organization for M.S.
research.”
The M.S. society does most of
their fundraising through special
events, such as the annual “Ugly

National Survival
Game
by Chris Range
Student Correspondent
East Sunday October 6 20 Bates
students drove out to Cray,
Maine, and played the National
Survival Game.
The National Survival Game is
a variation on an older game, cap¬
ture the flag. In Survival, how¬
ever, everyone dresses in camou¬
flage and fights the other team
with guns that shoot balls of paint
that explode on impact. The ob¬
ject of the game is to get the other
team’s flag and get it back to your
base without getting shot.
The game begins as the teams
assemble at their bases, located
about 500 yards from each other.
The team then decides how many
men (no women played in Sun¬
day’s game) to send out to attack
the opposing base arid how many
to leave to guard the flag. The of¬
fensive and defensive groups
break up to talk strategy and get
into position. The horn signaling
die start of the game sounds, and
the offensive dives into the bush
to get the flag or ‘die’ trying while
the defense digs in and waits.
Before long the nervous defense
hears yells and firing coming from
die woods. The two teams are new
locked in battle, flanking an<|
counter-flanking. Suddenly one of
the defenders sees something
moving in the woods, it’s them1
He levels his pistol, fires, and ther
sees a blotch of paint on a fret
near his intended victim. There arc
more things moving in the bashes
. . . four, five of them. He can’t
see too well because of the goggle:
he’s wearing-SPLAT! Yellow

paint drips into his eyes
i dead,
>
“This is always a game, but a
the same time if you use youi
imagination it becomes pretty
real,” said Doug Strout ’86, “If;
pretty easy to see how a lot of guy;
came back from Viet Nam sc
screwed up.”
“It give you an incredible ide;
of just how easy it is to get sho
up. Some of us got bit in the heat
or chest. Just think if it bad beer
a real bullet, it’d be all over fo
you,” Mike Matejka *86 noted.
“This is a great game, an adult
version of capture the flag. Go out
and have a good time. But then
• yon try to tell your friends, and
| what do they say? You Say you get
‘ these really massive €02 hand-,
guns and you go out and blow
: each other away in the woods.
And that doesn’t sound good at
all,” said Strout. Nevertheless, the;
camraderie the game creates is
enormous. It was not at all un¬
common to see a white and yellow
casualty swapping combat stories
as they waited for the game to fin*;
ish. Sometimes it would turn out
that one had shot the other. Then,
exclamations like ‘That was
YOU???’ and ‘Not a bad shot,’
were exchanged.
Just for the record, five games
Were played; Two ended with a
yellow team victory, two in a draw
(neither flag had been captured by
the end of the time limit of one
hour, twenty minutes), and one
game was dropped afte- a rule dis¬
pute. This reporter was shot in the
head twice, once in the wrist and
once in the shoulder.

Bartender Contest.’
In all other aspects, she says,
non-profit organizations are man¬
aged very much like business or¬
ganizations. Major re-emphasized
her appeal to the business-ori¬
ented student, stating that “non¬

profits are a somewhat less com¬ fund raising and economic expe¬
petitive alternative to business or¬ rience, is similar to that for busi¬
ganizations, and also provide ness, “Volunteers,” -she says
good experience for those just get¬ “usually require some social-work
or counseling experience.”
ting into the business field.”
The background required for
non-profit administration, namely

Convocation EvoJces Sentiments

by John Richter
Student Correspondent

Mary Hunter, Assistant Profes¬
sor of Music says that on the
whole,” being a foreigner in
America has been a useful privi¬
lege.”
Hunter spoke “On Being a For¬
eigner,” at Convocation on

Thursday, October 3, in the Col¬ America; raising a family, paying
lege Chapel.
, taxes, and learning to drive.
After a short organ and choir
“I have never driven on the left
selection, Mrs. Hunter began by side of the road.” “I belong here
expressing some doubt as to how in ways I don’t belong in Eng
qualified she was to make this land,” she said.
speech. Mrs. Hunter is British.
She described what it is like to
“I’m not terribly foreign,” she live everyday life in a foreign
said. She has spent the last eleven place, rather than to just be a
years, most of her adult life, in tourist. Although she has grown
accustomed to American life, she
says that as she gets older, “I keep
M aria pa era r
as
an
q m r»1 a
Madagascar
as
an
example.
“Ninety-eight percent of the for¬ discovering ways that I am very
ests of Madagascar were de¬ British.”
“People talk about themselves
stroyed. But it’s been learned that
a certain flower that grows in that differently (in American),” she
forest has been proven to be a cure found. For example, when helping
for some forms of leukemia.” interview prospective Junior Ad
Said Plotkin, “The forests of the visors at Bates, she was surprised
world may, in fact be the phar¬ to hear people say “I am good at
(such and such), I would make a
macies of the world.”
“It has been shown that papaya good (whatever),” where in Eng
extract can be used in the treat¬ land people would more likely say
ment of slipped discs. The New “I like to do (such and such), I
York Times said that sometime in think I might be good at (what¬
the future two-thirds of all slipped ever).”
discs will be treated by this ex¬
Raising American children has
also been a unique experience. “I
tract,” Plotkin said.
Plotkin said that antibiotics that am amazed by many things about
are used by tribesman could be the public schools,” adding that
used in the industrialized world to she was surprised at how much
fight things that are immune to parents are expected to contribute
things like pencillin. But he said, to the schools: “I find that hard
“Unfortunately, the Western to get used to.”
drugs are taking over. The old
Mrs. Hunter felt that being a
foreigner had privileges. When she
ways are dying out.”
arrived in America in 1974, she
said she felt “proud not to have
come from a place that produced
with alarming regularity for Don Viet Nam or Watergate,” even
(you look marvelous) Shula.
though Britain “did not have a
The Los Angeles Dodgers put spotless past either.” Now, how¬
on a similar show, but with base¬ ever, she feels more involved in
ball bent. They, however, have one American issues.
up on the Cowboys. These be¬
One of the greatest privileges,
lieved refugees from an Aryan according to Mrs. Hunter, “is
health spa look like the American what happens immediately when
flag when they take to the dia¬ one arrives in a foreign country.
mond in their (sigh) red, white, There is a sense of surprise in that
and blue uniforms.
initial reaction. “It allows one to
They display all the character¬ look at the foreign society with
istics of mainstream yuppies: they clarity,” she explained, “because
drive SAABs, flaunt their Calvin one is not involved in it.”
Klein attire around, and can be
“I found this very useful in
found on snowdrifts both on and forming models and questions.
off the slopes.
Foreignness can be an intellectual
Tommy Lasorda leads this in¬ tool,” she said.
trepid band of “look good” play¬
Mrs. Hunter concluded with a
ers, but alas, too much linguini passage written by Margaret Mead
has made poor Lasorda far from about training oneself to be a for¬
“marvelous.”
eigner to allow this observation of
Indeed, one can seemingly go cultures.
on in this vein indefinitely, but
then, that would be too ponder¬
ous and boring an endeavor.
What is important to realize
from all this is that performing
The 1986-87 competition for
well and just plain looking good
are just two ways professional grants for graduate study abroad
players and teams are viewed to¬ offered under the Fulbright Pro¬
gram and by foreign govern¬
day.
The former puts the emphasis ments, universities, and private
on the blood, sweat, and tears of donors will close on October 31,
competition, while the latter fo¬ 1985. Only a few more weeks re¬
cuses in on all the imagery, main in which qualified graduate
glamor, and pageantry associated students may apply for one of the
approximately 700 awards to over
with the event itself.
Personally I’ll opt for the for¬ 70 countries.
mer any day of the week because
there’s just so much one can take
Application forms and further
of all the yuppies, Ruth Westhei- information for students currently
mers, and Ronald Reagans of the enrolled in Bates college may be
world.
obtained from the Fulbright Pro¬
gram Adviser Professor Hodgkin,
Tom Whalen is a Sports Editor who is located in 14C Libbey
of the Student.
Forum.

PlotlarrSpealMofntmazon
*■

*

by John Lamontagne
Student Correspondent
Dr. Mark Plotkin, A leading
Ethno-Botanist from the Harvard
Botany Museum, spoke in Skelton
Lounge Wednesday, October 2,
encouraging the perservation of
the Amazon Jungles and the tribes
inhabiting it.
Plotkin has spent many months
in the past five years researching
botany and its uses by leading
“witch doctors” of the Amazon
Jungle area, especially in the
country of Surinam, located in
Northeast South American. He is
a graduate of Harvard University
and Yale Medical School.
According to Plotkin, the in¬
dustrial expansion in to the Am¬
azon area may destroy many cures
for sicknesses that have no known
cure. He used the country of

Do Not Judge
(continued from page 7)

of people came out to see these
.two teams battle it out last year.
They must have checked their
Ralph Laurens and designers jeans
in at the ticket gate.
And since we are in the vicinity
of L.A., why not bring up the
Raiders?
Now the Raiders do not strike
one as being of the yuppie mold.
But they win all the same. They
wear black and grey colors and
have a helmet decal that is inten¬
tionally made to be the football
equivalent to the skull and crossbones. Definitely not the type of
'people you would expect to find
hanging out at St. Elmo’s Fire.
The bottom line, however, is
that the Raiders have won. Call it
“Winning Ugly” if you want, but
it’s success all the same.
So from this you think looking
good does not really apply in pro
sports; even in the 80’s? Well guess
again.
There are still quite a few teams
and players that put a premium on
appearance. One has only to look
at the Miami Dolphins under
“prettyboy” Dan Marino to un¬
derstand this.
Marino looks like he is a refu¬
gee from an Ozzie and Harriet re¬
run with his straight teeth, mag¬
nanimous air, and pop and fresh
Pilisbury dough boy demeanor. In
|a word, disgusting.
The same applies to the dub he
calls signals for. The Dolphins
epitomize the “you can have it
all” attitude to the max (pardon
my Valley Girl digression). For
they look sickeningly cleancut in
those glistening white uniforms of
theirs. And what’s more they win

Competition
for Fulbright

£:
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Bates Forum

ac»cu»ra*cy n—1: freedom
from mistake or error: correctness
2a: conformity to truth or to a
standard or model: exactness
b: degree of conformity of a
measure to a standard or a true
value
What is accuracy? And, of
more relevance to a liberal arts
college, how do we know when
professors are being “accurate”
in the classroom?
A new conservative group
thinks it has the answers to these

When “Accuracy” Enters the Classroom
questions. A spinoff of the Jesse
Helms-supported group Accuracy
in Media (which went after Dan
Rather for the “liberal” bias of
his reporting), Accuracy in Aca¬
demia aims to “promote greater
balance and accuracy in the class¬
room.”
As you may have already
guessed, Accuracy in Academia’s
definition of “accuracy” is the
key point of debate. Example: The
group bases its existence on the
premise that there are “10,000
Marxist professors on college

campuses trying to instill leftist
biases in student minds.” Their
plan to counter this alleged “in¬
accuracy” in the classroom is to
secretly monitor courses at 110
college campuses nationwide (in¬
cluding all of the Ivy League
schools).
By monitoring courses in his¬
tory, political science, sociology,
and other subjects—using student
volunteers as informers—the
group will identify those profes¬
sors who have “liberal or leftist”
biases.

Postponing the Controversy
“The name of this organization shall be the
Representative Assembly.” Article I, RA Con¬
stitution.
In September of this year, the Student Com¬
mittee on Committees was elected to select stu¬
dent members of faculty committees, subject to
confirmation by the Representative Assembly.
One such committee is the Student Conduct
Committee, which will be composed of six pro¬
fessors and five students.
According to the Bates College Student
Handbook, the Student Conduct Committee
has the power “to make decisions in cases that
may result in probation, suspension, dismissal,
or other major penalty.”
The Student Committee on Committees in¬
terviewed 13 applicants, seven of them seniors,
for the five places on the Student Conduct
Committee.
“The Representative Assembly shall assume
the powers, functions, and responsibilities of a
student government.” Article III, Section 2, RA
Constitution.
At the meeting of September 30, 1985, the
RA heard the announcement of the proposed
slate of candidates, and the respective classes of
the candidates. All five were seniors. Several
members of the RA voiced objections to this
slate of candidates, most of them taking excep¬
tion to the fact that all five weye drawn from a
single class.
“If called into question, these rules must yield
to Roberts Rules of Order, as interpreted by the
Parliamentarian,” Article II, Bylaws, Rules of
Procedure, Representative Assembly.

sity itself. And the main reason for
this sort of classroom policing is
to insure that academic freedom
persists.
I am also realistic enough to
recognize that the entire institu¬
tion that I have labelled “aca¬
demic freedom” will probably not
be crushed by this one group. But
what is truly unfortunate is that
individuals whom the group selec-

Jamie Merisotis
tively chooses to persecute will be
irrevocably damaged both profes¬
sionally and personally.
The goal of Accuracy in Aca¬
demia is not really an effort to
“promote greater balance and ac¬
curacy in the classroom” at all. It
is actually an attempt to intimi¬
date academicians, to make them
accountable to an outside source,
and to “inform the public” if the
group judges the professor to be
unacceptable to its standards.

The RA passed a motion to vote on each pro¬
posed slate separately. The 55 voting members
present rejected the motion to approve the pro¬
posed slate of candidates for the Student Con¬
duct Committee, 14-33.
The interview and application process began
anew for this committee, with a second slate to
be presented at the next meeting of the RA.
“The Representative Assembly shall have the
power to govern itself.” Article III, Section 1,
The group uses the word “pub¬
RA Constitution.
lish” to describe the action it will
At the meeting of October 7, 1985, the RA
take against nonconformist pro¬
heard the announcement of the second slate of
fessors, indicating that they will
five names, the same five names from the pre¬
use these persons’ names in an ef¬
vious week. There was little objection. There
fort to discredit or “expose”
was an apology from one RA member, who ex¬
them. But we in the field of jour¬
pressed regret at having questioned the Com¬
nalism use a different word to de¬
scribe this action. We call it “li¬
mittee the previous week.
bel.”
The 55 voting members present approved a
motion to confirm the proposed slate, 51-4.
“The name of this organization shall be the
Representative Assembly.” Article I, RA Con¬
Jamie Merisotis is Editor Emer¬
stitution.
itus of The Student.
What was last week voted down as unac¬
ceptable in its present form was this week ap¬
proved virtually without debate and totally
without alteration.
Later this year, when the Representative As¬
sembly’s budget process beings, this incident,
of in effect passing a motion by postponing the Volume 115 Number 5
Established 1873
October 4, 1985
controversy, should not be forgotten.
Editorial Board
The Representative Assembly of 1985-1986 Editor.Joseph A. King
need not continue as it has begun.
Assistant Editor.Laura C. Smith
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—Karen J. Elias

Parking Is Already a Problem
A great number of students presently have
cars on campus. Some need them for legitimate
reasons such as jobs or other commitments.
Many have already paid the $25 fee to keep their
cars on campus for the year. Another large
group of students have not yet purchased their
permits and park along Bardwell St., Campus
Ave., and Wood St. At the moment this seems
satisfactory. While it is crowded, one can with¬
out too much effort find a place to park a rel¬
atively short distance from their residence.
The situation, however, is poor and will take
a turn for the worse come November 15. If you
have not noticed yet, there is an alarming num¬
ber of “No Parking from Nov. 15 thru April
15” signs on the right side of streets throughout
Lewiston. The signs are necessary. When winter
hits, the plows need one side of the street to
deposit snow on. Remember, this is Maine and
we average several feet of snow per winter. With
these parking spaces eliminated, all students
who keep cars on campus will have to buy col¬
lege parking permits.
Where will all these people that lost their
spaces park? We will park in the allotted stu¬
dent parking spaces on campus. We did pay the
fee, so we are guaranteed a space, right? Un¬

If the existence of this organi¬
zation and its information collec¬
tion tactics doesn’t scare you,
consider this: According to the
.group’s director Laslo Csorba 3d,
a 1985 graduate of the University
of California at Davis, “We’ll at¬
tempt to resolve it (the classroom
bias) with the professor. If we’re
not satisfied, we’ll publish what
we’ve found in our newsletter.”
In essence, what the group
claims to support—accuracy—is
really something much different.
What is accurate to the leaders of
Acuracy in Academia is probably
not accurate to many other peo¬
ple, to say the least.
But putting how we define ac¬
curacy aside for a moment, there
is a larger question looming
around this organization’s pur¬
pose and goal. And that is, when
does criticism of the classroom
performance of a professor vio¬
late academic freedom?
The answers given by Accuracy
in Academia, on the one hand,
and Jamie Merisotis, on the other,
are clearly divergent. They say
that they don’t see themselves as
“a pressure group going after
people.” Instead, they “intend to
inform the public” if professors
express disapproval of the Amer¬
ican system by misstating or omit¬
ting facts.
I say, however, that , this group
has no right to “inform the pub¬
lic” of anything that occurs within
a classroom. The only monitoring
of classroom performance that
should take place is within the
confines of the college or univer¬

fortunately the joke is on us. The best strategy
for finding a parking space during the latter half
of this semester and all of second semester is to
stake out the parking lot twenty-four hours a
day. Quite frankly, there are not nearly enough
parking spaces and many of us end up paying
for nothing.
In fact, just what are we paying for? Secu¬
rity? Obviously not. Just this past week many
license plates were stolen or switched in the stu¬
dent parking lot on Campus Avenue. When it
was attempted to report the incident to security,
the reply was “Security isn’t open until 7:00.”
Automobiles parked along the street were un¬
touched.
The main purpose for a parking permit seems
to be to keep non Bates cars off campus. Fine,
then why not issue a permit to Bates students
who meet the requirements to keep a car on
campus free of charge? The parking permit fee
is not going to decrease the number of students
with cars, but is a worthless and unnecessary
charge, especially considering the lack of suit¬
able parking and the high cost of tuition, let
alone the price of a car and its upkeep.
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TV, Ads, Little Boys and
Little Girls
!

In a constant quest to under¬
stand larger segments of the pop¬
ulation, we traveled recently to
our television set to watch that
show General Hospital. We sat in
front of the television for 60 min¬
utes and watched 20 minutes of
ads. Which wouldn’t have been so
bad if it weren’t for the silliness of
the ads.
Before the picture tube had a
chance to warm up there was a
beautiful model holding a pill bot¬
tle while a voice said, “Midol, the
cramp specialists.”

James Gleason

Marijuana, Crop of the Future?
“Brad Wolansky is a senior on
leave of absence until January. He
is presently employed by the Pub¬
lic Relations department of Alcoa
Aluminum in Pittsburgh. ”

plant that marijuana comes from. pose in those locations. Mari¬
The only odd man out is New Jer¬ juana grown indoors is mostly the
sey, although that state is expected potent sinsemilla variety, a strain
to add its name to the list any time that generates twice as much of the
now. Last year, law-enforcement drug’s active ingredient (THC) as
people destroyed nearly 13 million lower-grade marijuana. About the
If you have to grow pot, at least plants, almost four million of only negative aspect of growing
know what you’re getting into.
them were cultivated; the rest were indoors is high energy consump¬
Inside of a week’s time in Au¬ wild. Arrests numbered in the tion. Investigators look for indoor
gust, more than 2,200 federal, 5,000 range, with over 1,500 growers by checking electric
state and local law-enforcement weapons being seized as well.
bills—if a person has a large one
officers launched a massive series
and the police have probable
of raids in an effort to eradicate
cause, they’ll raid the location.
domestically cultivated mari¬
So what’s the point of all this?
juana. Newly installed Attorney
Contrary to what most people
General Edwin Meese flew to the
In addition to regular guns, think, cannabis isn’t a tropical
scene of the raids to catch some many growers are using guard plant—it grows everywhere. In
quick publicity and emphasize dogs and booby traps—punji March, for example, police in Ar¬
Reagan’s commitment to cutting stakes concealed in the ground and izona found a patch of marijuana
down on U.S. drug trafficking. trip wires connected to grenades, that had been planted in Decem¬
The two of them must have pre¬ dynamite or shotguns. Many ber. They found it growing under
viously had a private viewing of growers are duplicating the “jun¬ three inches of snow. Pot grows
GHOSTBUSTERS in the White gle warfare technology used in everywhere and anywhere includ¬
House to get psyched up.
Vietnam,” said a House narcotics ing college dorms, greenhouses,
An August WALL STREET committee report last year. Mari¬ and the backwoods of Maine. But
JOURNAL article documents the juana farmers have taken over it’s not a safe houseplant to keep
spread of U.S. marijuana farm¬ even the remotest stretches of the anymore, people are getting wise.
ing, as long distance hauls of the national forest in Ohio, Indiana, Besides, according to what I’ve
weed become more of a liability North Carolina and other states. heard from closest amateur grow¬
for smugglers. The Fed is cracking According to the U.S. Forest Ser¬ ers, it’s usually very difficult—if
down on harbor shipments and vice, over 600,000 acres are now possible at all—to get a successful
planeloads of marijuana coming too dangerous for recreation.
crop.
into the country from Columbia,
Although much pot is grown
Bates, as well as this writer, in¬
Jamaica and Peru. U.S. officials outdoors, the threat of aerial de¬
concede that farmers can grow the tection is forcing producers to find sists that a liberal arts education
plant here at a better grade with smaller, scattered plots and move prepares the student for life and
less cost and risk in handling than their operations indoors to green¬ understanding. Well, I just re¬
hauling it in from South America. houses, basements, closets and ceived the new course catalog in
In 1980, commercial cultivation of bedrooms. Approximately 25% of the mail here in Pittsburgh, and
pot in America was confined to domestic marijuana is now an there’s nothing I can find in it
Hawaii and California. Now, it’s “interior crop.” Each harvest isn’t which mentions the necessity for
everywhere.
as big, but indoor cultivation may students to be streetwise. I think
Forty-nine states have signed-up yield up to four crops yearly, com¬ that’s a poor omission. From by
for a U.S. Drug Enforcement Ad¬ pared with one or two crops on the perspective, I thought you should
ministration program that pro¬ outside. Another advantage of in¬ know.
Brad Wolansky is a Student col¬
vides money and manpower in the door growing is the reduced threat
fight against cannabis, the hemp that rodents, insects and animals umnist.

Brad Wolansky

Reeling from that we were told
about a place where reality and il¬
lusion become one. What that had
to do with the perfume they were
advertising I’ll never know.
We thought about the young
impressionable children who were
allowed to experience this, would
they really think that “A little Fi¬
nal Net and you have styling and
all the hold you need”? How
would the little boys react to a
model saying, “Now there’s an
antacid for women.” Would they
feel left out?
How would little girls and boys
of all ages react to, “Why put up
, with it, Bloating, Pain, Moodiness
... All these can be solved by Mi¬
dol PM”. Would they feel left out
never having experienced it?

As the afternoon wore on and
perhaps the children began to get
hungry, what would they think of
a man singing about chocolate
chips while making cookies?
Would they- think it normal that
his “roommate” enters on cue and
joins him in a chorus of how won¬
derful chocolate chips are? (I can
tell you this columnist began to
question his father’s culinary hab¬
its.)
Would the pre-pre-pubescent
children wonder if they j needed
Visuell make-up relief? After all,
it is by Loreal . . . and that model
says she’s worth it.
“Weight Watchers is living”; is
it then impossible to live without
Weight Watchers?
We were beginning to get con¬
fused and more than a little wor¬
ried about our younger brothers
and sisters.
Then we were saved by a
woman who told us all she wanted
was a moisturizer. (Didn’t she
know she needed Weight Watchers
to live?).
The trauma of the experience is
only now beginning to fade from
our minds. We resolve never to
look with disfavor on those with
the ability to survive an experience
like the ads during General Hos¬
pital. Forget drugs, Nancy, day¬
time ads are destroying the youth
of America.
James Gleason is a Student col¬
umnist.

Bates Social Life Proves
Predictable, Frustrating
It’s Friday night, and everyone
is going out. Even little Bill has
decided to re-test the alcohol ca¬
pacity of his stomach. And Roger
shaved. The whole corridor of the
third floor smells of aftershave,
and there’s water all over the
bathroom floor. There must be
something in Chase Hall tonight.
Andrew stops by my room on his
way to his own.
—You going out tonight?
I hesitate before responding.
My conscience says not but my self
knowledge says yes. I compro¬
mise.
—I guess I might go. Where’s
the party?
—Chase. It’s mixed drinks.
—Oh, great. Lewiston liquor.
I’m sure there will be some multi¬
colored patches on the ground and
in sinks all over campus tonight.
Andrew smiles, then tactfull ex¬
cuses himself.
—Well, I’ve got to get ready. I’ll
probably see you there.
—Yup, see you later.
As he leaves, I lean back and
ponder meaning of the black dots

all over my walls. They’re all
pieces of electrical tape that had
previously held up nice paintings
and posters. But gravity always
takes her course. I wonder if the
tape will fall eventually as well.
Somehow, the fallen pictures seem
to mean something, but I’m not
quite sure what. I wonder about
this for a moment, but then forget
about it and start to get ready for
the party. I ransack my drawers

Fred Dockery
and my closet, and eventually have
to sort through the pile on the
floor of my most recently cleaned
laundry to find the perfect t-shirt.
It’s a worn shirt appropriated a
long time ago from an old room
mate. It says “Mack Trucks” on
the back, and has a spike-collared
bulldog on the front.
The party is like most parties.
Lots of booze, lots of happy faces.
As I walk around, exchanging
causal greetings with people I
(continued on page 16)

Black and Jewish Communities Are Sympathetic to Each Other
Two weeks ago, Jamie Merisotis, a good friend and colleague,
enunciated his views regarding
Louis Farrakhan’s, head of the.
nation of Islam, vicious attacks on
Jews. Although I agree with Mr.
Merisotis for the most part, and
accept his characterization of the
Muslim leader, I feel perhaps he
did not explain, or speculate, on
why extremist individuals and
groups are developing a substan¬
tial following throughout the
United States.

Also, I felt Mr. Merisotis may
have given a wrong impression on
the relationship between the Black
and Jewish communities. Hence,
I would like to continue where Mr.
Merisotis left off.
First, it is necessary to recog¬
nize that Louis Farrakhan is not
alone publicly denouncing Jews,
or other minorities, and acquiring
a following. Groups like the “Or¬
der”—a white supremacy organi¬
zation—has firmly established it¬
self in America’s farm belt and has

successfully persuaded many fi¬
nancially struggling farmers that
the cause of their problems are re¬
lated to the so-called Jewish bank¬
ers in New York City.

Darrell Williams
Similar to Farrakhan’s support¬
ers, the Order followers are caught
up in personal financial trouble
which causes them to lose confi¬

dence in our political and eco¬ Jewish communities are at odds
nomic system. Once this type of over a few issues, i.e. Affirmative
situation occurs, it becomes easier Action problems, and a certain
for an extremist, or group, to pro¬ outspoken Black leader, it must be
pagandize hatred messages, and realized that our disagreements do
attack new admirers. Thus, I agree not translate into hatred. Despite
with Mr. Merisotis that such what has been said by Mr. Farrak¬
groups and individuals should be han, who by the way does not
vocally condemned. More impor¬ have the support of the majority
tantly, we should be conscious of of Black Americans, Blacks are
the root of the problem, the peo¬ j very sensitive and sympathetic to
ple who believe and support extre¬ ' the Jewish cause.
mist individuals and groups.
Darrell Williams is a Student
Second, although the Black and columnist.
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Letters to the Editor

Drugs

Part of the Game

To the Editor:
In regards to Tom Whalen’s ar¬
ticle of October 4th, I feel he is
wrong about how the fans will
react to baseball’s drug situation.
There has been a far greater
turmoil in baseball during the last
decade—free agency. Teams shuf¬
fle players in and out, trade the
fan’s favorites, and give .260 hit¬
ters million dollar contracts who
then turn around and go on strike.
How have the fans reacted? At¬
tendance figures have shot up like
the salaries. This year with the
drug trials fans still pile into the
ballparks for one pursuit—to see
an unparalled quality of the na¬
tion’s past time. The year has been
filled with records: from 300 wins

to 4192 hits. Drugs, though bad,
are just part of the game which
most fans overlook like a spit ball.
We fans are not about to give up
on a hundred years of tradition
because of a few strays, for there
are still plenty who give a genuine

100 percent to please the fans. I’m
not about to be stopped from en¬
joying the Dwight Goodens, Vince
Colemans, and Wade Boggs, who
thrives on chicken not cocaine, of
the baseball world.
Bill Spound ’88

Cheerleaders Do Not
Cheer Enough

Dean Thanks
Early Risers
Dear Editor:
Just a brief note to express the
appreciation of the entire college
community for the students who
rose at 6:00 a.m. on Saturday
morning to pitch in to help clear
the debris from Gloria from the
campus in preparation for the
dedication of the Muskie Ar¬
chives.
That kind of support speaks
well for the sense of the commu¬
nity here. Again, thanks for the
help.
James W. Carignan
Dean of the College_

To the Editor:
Cheerleaders are an important
aspect of American sports (I do
not know about the rest of the
planet) and sports would not be
the same without them. Their pur¬
pose is to get the crowd involved
in the game and they attempt to
do this in two ways, with cheers
and beauty. The former being the
most important.
Now, I will get to the point and
I am not trying to be insulting. I
mean this as constructive criti¬
cism. The Bates cheerleaders do

not do this. They have some great
cheers and do fantastic pyramids
but they do not get the fans in¬
volved. Instead, Bates fans must
rely on the slightly intoxicated or
unshy Bobcat to lead them in
rousing support of their team. The
fact that it can be done shows that
Bates students do have spirit and
enthusiasm for its school teams,
so all 1 am suggesting is that the
cheerleaders do more cheers that
involve the fans.
OK?
Alan Issokson ’88

Iron Persons

(continued from page 7)

go from tenth to fifth. After a
good deal of shouting it switched
once; that trouble plagued me un¬
til the end.
My legs were numb so near the
ned of the race, so I tried slapping
them to wake them up. The police
officer I passed must have thought
I was masochistic.
I finished the biking dripping
wet and numb and as I went to tie
my shoes before the run I had
great difficulty in grasping my
shoelaces. This was because I

could barely move my hands.
my feet a bundle needles and pins.
I went into the last stretch of the
race and passed by where I was
supposed to stop arid and contin¬
ued. When I finally stopped, I said
“that was fun’’ and strangely
enough I was the only one to say
that.
I stumbled boldly toward my
room, fell confidently up the
stairs, and collapsed.
Jon Simon is a Student corre¬
spondent.

RA Takes About Face

(continued from page 1)

Kenton Hensley may have influ¬
enced some members to switch
their votes. “Kenton is becoming
an important member of the As¬
sembly,” Toner said. Hensley ini¬
tially spoke out against the com¬
mittee but supported it on the fi-

Both Toner and Robinson em¬
phasized the importance of the
Student Conduct Committee.
Toner described the committee as
“more important than the oth¬
ers” while Robinson said a stu¬

Tailgating Tradition

(continued from page 8)

A Curio Shop
'clothing.:,
antiques;?
'earrings ’:'sunglasses

bodies pat each other enthusiast¬
ically on their posteriors.
Football is so American though.
It doesn’t seem to matter if we win
or lose. We love it, don’t we? For
all of us, football connotes the
grandeur of autumn: the leaves,
the cool wind the smell of pines,

96 Court St!;’Auburi
782-0638

ANNIE’S

“I have no impatience with get¬
ting on to the final stage because
we are doing things in a quality
way,” Slovenski commented.
Slovenski added, “I have con¬
fidence because the way Bates
College has always built things has
been top drawer ... the fine qual¬
ity is indicated by what has been I
done.”
The indoor track is an example
of what Coach Slovenski calls
“quality installation” at Bates.
“The track is considered one of

Vesipucci’s Pizza
Best New York-Style Pizza North of Boston

84 Pine St.

Lewiston

786-4535
Delivery Hours
to Bates College ONLY
Store Hours
M-Th 10:30am-llpm
F-Sat 10:30am-midnight

the nature of socializing and scop¬
ing, the indifference to the team’s
winning or losing, and the ques¬
tion of the necessity of tailgating.
We do love the art of footballspectating, don’t we?
Victoria L. Tilney is Arts Editor
for the Student.

Outdoor Track

(continued from page 6)

'Jewelry.'cards

A- always''to** off for'Bale's'si'udcms

dent “Can not just have good
ideas” to be on the committee.
“You’re (the people on the com¬
mittee) dealing with people’s lives;
that must be taken into consider¬
ation,” Robinson said.

M-Th 7-10:30
F-Sat 7-11

the best and envied by all.”
In addition to the track teams
three other Bates teams will ben
efit from the new fields. Thi
women’s soccer, and men’s var
sity and J.V. soccer teams havi
new facilities.
Traditionally, women’s soccei
has been played on the Russell St
field.
The women’s soccer coach, Di
ane Boettcher commented, “The
field itself is one that has taken <
lot of wear and tear over the
years.”

Theater
(continued from page 9)

about a Lewiston family living in
the early twentieth century;
March, ‘‘A Couple ’a White
Chicks Sitting Around Talking”;
and April, “Greater Tuna,” a
comedy directed by professor Paul
Kuritz, featuring twenty charac¬
ters but only two actors, which,
says Alessio “borders on insan¬
ity.”
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Women’s Soccer
Overwhelms
by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
The women’s soccer team con¬
tinues to hold its high ranking ir,
New England Division III soccei
with lopsided victories over Uni¬
versity of Southern Maine and
Babson College last week. The
currently third-ranked Bobcats
thrashed Southern Maine 9-1 and
overpowered Babson by an 8-1
score.
Southern Maine in only their
first varsity season took a quick
but very short-lived lead when
Amanda Dunphy scored their only
goal 30 seconds into the contest.
Shortly thereafter midfielder Deb
Sullivan ’88 scored the first of two
unassisted goals: The Bobcats then
grabbed the lead when Sullivan
scored again on an assist from
freshman Bethany Maitland.
Sandy Kapsalis ’89, who is one
of the strongest shooters coach
Diane Boettcher has ever coached,
joined Sullivan with a hat trick
against
Southern
Maine.
Boettcher was pleased with her

team’s balanced scoring—all mid¬
fielders except for forward
Heather Cook ’88 accounted for
the goals.
Against
Babson
Kapsalis
opened the scoring with a header
off a Denise Barton corner kick.
Maitland, playing forward instead
of her usual center-midfield posi¬
tion, then scored two consecutive
goals to give the ’Cats a comfort¬
able lead. Late in the game Mait¬
land scored a third goal to gain the
hat trick.
Defensively, Boettcher said she
was pleased with the play of full¬
backs Barton, Diane Murphy, and
Nadia White. Boettcher particu¬
larly commended Murphy. “She
played relentless defense against
Julie Doscher, Babson’s best
player. Doscher finally scored
Babson’s only goal with 59 sec¬
onds remaining in the game, and
with Murphy out of the game.”
“But both victories came from
a total team effort. The fullbacks
did a good job marking up op¬
posing players as they entered our
goal area and the midfielders ac¬
counted for a lot of the scoring.”

Survival Is the Game
- ....

by Dave Kissner
Staff Reporter
Despite heavy rain and cool
temperatures, the Bates Outing
Club once again held its annual
Fall Triathlon on Saturday Octo¬
ber 5.
Both teams and individual
“ironmen” competed in the three
continuous events consisting of a
1.5 kilometer swim, a 40 kilome¬
ter bike ride, and a 8.5 kilometer
run.
The team of Ted Graumann ’89
(swim and bike) and Craig Geikie
’89 (run) finished first overall with
a time of 2 hours, 7 minutes and
34 seconds. A faculty team con¬
sisting of Joe Pelliccia (swim)
Mark McPheeters (bike) and John

■

V
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,

Kelsey (run) came ip second with
a clocking of 2:09.49. Finishing
third in 2:09.55 were freshman
siwmmer Joan Farrington, biker
Jon Jameson ’89 and sophomore
Julian “Longinus” Jarvis. Jarvis
added color, however pale it was,
to the event when he passed out at
the end of his run. A doctor pre¬
sent at the event recorded Jarvis’
pulse at a new Bates’ record of 240
beats per minute.
In the ironman division, where
the individual competed in all
three events, local resident Jim
Joffmeister placed first with a
time of 2 hours, 16 minutes and 14
seconds. Sophomore Mike Steifel
came in second with a time of
2:24.15, and the Student’s Jon Si¬
mon finished third at 2:29.08.

“Invasion USA ”
Stinks

(continued from page 9)

least the first part.
Invasion U.S.A. is not nearly as
funny, or at least, intentionally.
The plot is similar to last year’s
Red Dawn, except even worse. It
seems that a horde of interna¬
tional terrorists have invaded US
territory, and on Christmas Eve,
no less. Under the guidance of
Rostov (played by Richard
Lynch), they travel the Southeast
in vans and eighteen-wheelers, de¬
stroying all symbols of Americana
they find, mostly Christmas trees
and amusement parks. Only one
man can stop them;: Matt Hunter.
Hunter is played by Chuck
Nbrris, of course. His acting isone
of the primary reasons why the
movie is so lousy. He has lost all
of the style he had in his earlier
karate films. Norris used to be so
likable, forever the wisecracking
underdog, who you knew would
make it, somehow. Now, he has
this somber glare continually, and
shows a real nasty streak at times.
Schwarzenegger, on the other
hand, is far more likable than in
his other films. He has a charm
which is surprisingly magnetic,
delivering his lines with a certain
edge which is appealing. He does

lose some of this appeal when he
ruthlessly guns down lines of soliders, but really only some of it.
Much of this difference in the
actor’s performances stems from
the characters they have been pre¬
sented with, and the accompany¬
ing script. Norris was handed a
horrible script, very malicious,
and juvenile in situation. Schwar¬
zenegger was more discriminate in
selecting parts, it seems, since his
script was funny, exciting, and ad¬
venturesome without any of the
darker implications of Invasion
U.S.A,
The basic question I ask myself
is: why are these movies being
made? Obviously, the profit mo¬
tive has quite a bit to do with it,
but then the question is: who are
buying the tickets to it? Why the
sudden surge in Americans-killing-lots-of-bad-guys films? Maybe
a sociologist could answer these
questions, because I’m in no mood
to. I’ll just plead that these con¬
sumers please stop consuming.
These films are not great viewing
unless you are in that uncommon
mood where you wish you could
destroy the world, or at least one
professor.
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Leon Kamin Discusses IQ Test in America
(continued from page 1)

ble-mirded aliens” and as a result
what Professor Kamin called the
“overtly racist Immigration law”
was passed in 1924, which for the
first time specified allowable quo¬
tas of immigrants from such
countries as Hungary and Russia.
Another important figure, be¬
lieves Kamin, was Robert Yerkes,
who administered two tests to
draftees in the army in World War
One. He applied the ‘Alphatest’—a paper and pencil test, and
the ‘Beta test’—a performance
test, which included such things as
putting different shaped objects
into different shaped holes.
This was “the first time in his¬
tory that a couple of million peo¬
ple took the same test,” Kamin re¬
flected. Yerke published the re¬
sults which showed that the
average IQ of blacks was lower
than white. “He also used his re¬
sults to show that the immigrants
with the highest IQs came from
England, Scotland, and Den¬
mark,” reported Kamin. Russia,
Poland and other non Nordic
countries had the lowest intelli¬
gence, according to Yerke’s test,
and they did not differ much from
the IQs of blacks.
In 1923, Kamin continued, Carl
Brigham redivided the immigrants
from Yerke’s study into the num¬
ber of years the immigrants had
resided in the US. He concluded
that those who had been in the US
for 20 years were as intelligent as
Americans and that those that hac
been in the US for Only 5 years
were “feeble-minded.”
Brigham went on to conclude
that the “lower class people breed
like rabbits,” and that “we are in¬
corporating the Negro into our
native stock,” which he deter¬
mined was a “worse situation than
other European nations” since
they did not have any blacks, Ka¬
min informed. Brigham went on
to become Secretary of the Col¬
lege Examination Board and cre¬
ated the SAT.
Professor Kamin then talked
about the studies done on separate

identical twins to determine
whether intelligence is due to bi¬
ological or environmental factors.
“The assumption in these studies
is that the twins have been raised
in separate environments,” said
Kamin.
The man responsible for most
of what was known about ge¬
netics, according to Kamin, was
Englishman Sir Cyril Burt, who
correlated the intelligence of twins
that were separated. He “corre¬
lated to the third decimal point,

something that no one in the his¬
tory of social science has been able
to correlate” said Kamin. Unfor¬
tunately, as Kamin stated “Pro¬
fessor Burt was a liar, a charlatan,
and a fraud,” his research was
made up and the research assist¬
ants that he referred to in his re¬
ports were fictitious.
Other studies, such as that by J.
Shields, however, were serious.
Shield reported correlations in the
intelligence of separated identical
twins and provided all his infor¬

mation.
Most of his twins were born into
poor families but were separated
and one twin was placed in an¬
other branch of the family. Un¬
fortunately, with his study of sep¬
arated twins, his twins did not
grow up in different environ¬
ments, they often grew up in the
same town and knew each other
and were often inseparable, going
to the same schools, and spending
all their free time together.
Kamin then mentioned the

studies done by Burks and Leahy
on separated twins, where one
twin has been adopted by a dif¬
ferent family and the other has
stayed with its biological parent.
The problem with these studies
was that adoptive parents tend to
be older and wealthier and tend to
have just the one child and it
turned out that the adopted twin
had a higher IQ than the twin that
stayed with its real family, accord¬
ing to Kamin.

Tears for Fears Drowned Out by Cheers
(continued from page 10)

this being muttered behind me.)
This unfortunately ranks Tears
For Fears with Wham!
But Tears For Fears are a seri¬
ous band, and they deserve atten¬
tion. What I heard, between high

pitched shrills, was fantastic. The
band was tight, their sound was
good, and they seemed to be en¬
joying themselves. On “Head
Over Heels” they played the full
version, including the introduc¬
tion, called “Broken,” which the
radio fails to play.

Because of the intricate producr
tion on the album, “Songs From
the Big Chair,” Tears for Fears
brought along an extra keyboard¬
ist, extra guitarist, and a sax
player to compliment the basic
quartet of Orzabal on guitar and
vocals, Smith on bass and vocals,

Manny Elias on drums, and Ian
Stanley on keyboards.
It was great to have all of the
parts covered, even if they had not
done this the majority of the au¬
dience would not have noticed.
They did not notice that Curt
Smith didn’t play bass on “Every¬
body Wants to Rule the World.”
As a result the song suffered from
a lack of punch and bottom end.
tion outweighs talent as it has tor
They did not notice because they
Thus, their season is born again. were too busy screaming!
Tomorrow against Middlebury
It’s too bad more people don’t
Bates is 0-0. Excuses, mysterious pay more attention to the music at
happenings, and fumbles will no concerts. A lot of great music was
longer be forgiven.
lost last night because nobody was
listening.
Bates is ready to accept a win¬
I suppose the days of listening
ning team and it is up to the 1985
and enjoying good music, like the
gridiron stalwarts to deliver it.
old days of Genesis and Yes, are
over. We have gone back to the
Marc Desjardins is a columnist days of the Beatles and as a result
concerts are suffering severely.
for the Student.

Excuses Are No Longer Acceptable
(continued from page 7)

ning teams regardless of talent be¬
cause it is expected of them.
Bates is supposed to lose, just
ask any fan. If Bates fumbles on
the goal line, it is forgiven because
it is typical of Bates. When Trinity
was faced with fourth and 10 in
the fourth quarter, they came out
of the huddle knowing they would
score. Why? Because Trinity is
supposed to win.
Successful teams equal winning
traditions and sometimes tradi-

Bates in the last three games.
Now is the time for Bates foot¬
ball to begin a new quest: to
achieve the goals of a successful
season the players discussed all
last year. This is the last chance.
The final opportunity for Bates
football to emerge and display its
potential to the fullest.
The players have the desire, and
the element of winning tradition
will not have its usual impact on
Bates during these Final games.

Children are the hope of the world
We invite you to keep that hope alive

-

and growing.

The Columban Fathers
For information write to: Rev. Michael Molloy,
Columban Fathers, 310 Adams Street, Quincy, MA 02169.
Name_
Address

Can you
afford to gamble
Iwith the LSAT, GMATl
GREprMCAI?
Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to
impress the grad school of
your choice.
Scores play a part. And
that’s how Stanley H. Kaplan
can help.
The Kaplan course teaches
test-taking techniques, reviews
course subjects, and increases
the odds that you'll do the best
you can do.
So if you’ve been out of
school for a while and need a
refresher, or even if you're fresh
out of college, do what over 1
million students have done.
Take Kaplan. Why take
a chance with your
career?
Classes in Portland for Dec.
7, 1985 LSAT. Call Newton,
MA COLLECT for informa¬
tion.

617 244-2202
-

KAPLAN

1

Tel.

^(College
Russian s23
approval pending)

uiffLi rtyytAia,
SPAGHETTI-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI SAUCE
Cor. Horton & Sabattus Sts.
Lewiston, Me.
- Phones 2-0701-2-9301 P\Z2

If you’re interested in spending Mayday in
Foscow but couldn't make last week’s
information meeting: Basic facts and probable
costs, etc., are posted on my office door
(Fathom 311).
Check them out and fill in the
"Expression of Interest" form you'll find there
Deadline for letting me know you're at least
considering applying: Wednesday, October 23.
_
Karen L. Black

ITT.

TANNING

TROPICAL

II !' r

Mn/s M. Ducharme

796-2050

REGULAR PRICES
VCR
TAPES

PRICE
$10.00
$15.00
1
A
1
5_ $20.00
5 Tapes for 2 nights

1

3

It

SALON

ESCAPE
Set*

125

CENTER

AUBURN, ME.

ST.

04210

SI0.00
1 Tape 1 night $3.00.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

1TANI.EY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Friday Special

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

VIDEO TRIVIA
$5 for 2 nites

Mon-Sat 10am-9Fni
Sun 2pn-8pm

783*8422

UNLIMITED OCTOBER VISITS ONLY $29.00
FREE INITIAL VISIT
One Week Unlimited Visits 9$_
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Campus Pubs Die Out in Maine Colleges
(continued from page 1)

gation among upper and lower
classmen as well as Chase Hall’s
fear that the rigorous enforcement
of drinking laws would inhibit the
flow of their parties. Sacrificing

the “coffee culture” environment
of the Den also played a part in
the students negative reaction.
Now, the future of a Bates Pub
seems dim due to the enforcement
of the liquor laws and the unreal

PROMENADE MALL

Jagged Edge
Sat, Sun, Mon

784-3033

INORTHWOOD PLAZA

Silver Bullet
^

Sat, Sun, Mon,

Agnes of God
Sat, Sun, Mon, PG-13

Back to the Future
PG

Mats 1:15 4:00
Nitely 6:45 9:15

Remo Williams
| The Adventure Begins

Commando
Sat, Sun, Mon,

Mats 1:45 4:15
Nitely 6:45 9:15
ClNtMA C€Nl€Rb CORPORATION

782-1431;

Sat, Sun, Mon,

^

Mats 2:00 4:15
Nitely 7:00 9:15

Mats 1:30 4:00
Nitely 6:30 9:00

CSS

insurance rates. Dean Carignan
expressed that “The Administra¬
tion can’t see us constructing plans
for a pub, it’s just not feasible
. . . students expect the college to
follow the law, and we will er -

R

Sat, Sun, Mon
Mats 1:00 3:45
Nitely 6:30 9:00

Mats 1:45 4:00
Nitely 6:45 9:00

CSS'

CINCma C€NT€RS CORPORATION

force.”
Establishments in Maine are
particularly vulnerable to lose liq¬
uor liability insurance because of
Maines’ Dramshop Law. It states
that if you knowingly serve alco¬
hol to an intoxicated person, you
are legally liable for the persons
actions. Besides effecting the
Maine tourist season, these new
laws are changing the social life¬
style on many Maine campuses.
The Bear Necessity, the Bowdoin campus pub, may no longer
be able to serve alcohol. The Bowdoin insurer, the Royal Globe In¬
surance Company, notified the
college this summer that it will no
longer insure the pub. Liquor li¬
ability is too high of a risk for
them to assume. “It’s not'a mat¬
ter of increasing the premium
rather simply don’t want the cov¬
erage,” declares Bowdoin associ¬
ate treasurer, Thomas Libby.
He explained that the pub com¬
ponent of the colleges’ $100,000

■mmm
-V-

m

HOW FAR WILL YOUR TALENT TAKE YOU?
Apply for the TIME College Achievement Awards and find
out. TIME Magazine is searching for 100 college juniors who
have distinguished themselves by their excellence, in academics and, more importantly, exceptional achievement outside
the classroom. □ The top twenty winners will be awarded

$l,000-$5,000 and profiled in a special promotional section
in TIME. Eighty finalists will receive certificates of merit. All
100 students will be given first consideration for internships
with participating corporations, some of which are listed
below. □ Details at your dean’s office or call 1-800-523-5948.

Time Inc.* The American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.* Ford Division • U.S. Navy Officer Program

TIME
The College Achievement Awards

1985 insurance premium probably
did not exceed $3,000. However,
the colleges annual insurance pre¬
mium for this year went up slightly
less than 100%, and next year’s
premium is expected to rocket to
$300,000. Libby is presently in¬
vestigating whether jointly, a
number of small colleges, such as
Bowdoin could form a corpora¬
tion to self-insure the college.
They, at Colby College, are in a
very precarious situation since
their pub was recently dropped by
the college’s insurer. When Colby
got rid of frats, the administration
was committed to build a new stu¬
dent union complete with a pub.
The pub is supposed to open this
month, however, it won’t be serv¬
ing any alcohol.

Parties
(continued from page 13)

know well or barely know at all, I
find myself thinking, analyzing
actions and trying to attribute
them to some psychological fac¬
tor.
Before another thought can en¬
ter my alcohol weakened mind, I
am refreshed by an icy feeling in
the small of my back. I turn to
find little Bill smiling sheepishly,
with a half empty cup of punch in
his hand.
—I danced with this one girl,
she’s really nice. But I went to the
bathroom, and now she’s with
some freshman.
He looks back to me, and grins.
—It doesn’t really matter,
though. She was kind of a bonehead anyway. Rogers tells me he
used the etchings line on her, and
it worked.
I watch Bill’s head follow a girl
down the stairs to the bathroom.
He turns back to me.
—Yeah, I know. Anyway, I
don’t really care if she’s a bonehead.
—Oh, I don’t know about that.
Wouldn’t you like a girl who’s
really cool, who doesn’t need to
hear all the B.S.? A girl who’s
nice-looking, and likes to do fun
things? I mean, she doesn’t have
to be perfect, just pretty.
Bill grins at me, almost a sneer.
—You know, if you tried you
could probably land something
pretty decent. You just need to be
willing to go through a few for¬
malities, that’s all.
I grin to cover my embarrass¬
ment at receiving advice from lit¬
tle Bill.
—No way. You know me better
than that. I’m afraid I just can’t
conform. Anyway, I need another
drink. And you need to hurry,
’cause I think your roommate is
about to beat you to the use of the
room.
I point casually to Danny, Bill’s
roommate, as I walk away. I feel
unsafe under the brim of my hat.
I walk into my room, and look
up at the spots of tape on the wall.
Now I know their significance.
They are my fallen facade, my ob¬
stinate refusal to conform to
seemingly meaningless formali¬
ties. I fall back onto my unmade
bed, and find myself unable to
willingly take my shoes off. I
just lie there and stare at the tape,
seeing it in a new light, the frank
light of inebriation. The dropped
facade is actually a facade in it¬
self, built to protect my more vul¬
nerable self.
Fred Dockery is a Student col¬
umnist.

